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The 44th annual All Campus
Sing was dedicated almost
entirely to songs from the
1980s this year, reminding
many students of childhood.
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The Murray State Thoroughbreds played the 2,000th game in team
history Saturday against Ea.stem Kentucky.
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Skydiving Club
grounded after
liability concerns
than skydiving. Rodeo is illegal
NEWS EDITOR
in some cities and counties across
the country. Every place that I
Because of recent injuries. the found where rodeo was illegal
Murray State Skydiving Club has had no law against skydiving.''
Cling~r said he feels most peobeen grountled.
Jim Saurer, club adviser, said ple have a perception problem
Lhis semester there have been two with skydiving.
"People don't understand that
accidenb that involved students.
''A:. a re ult, I wondered about it is in fact all about safety,''
liability is ues related to skydiv- Clinger said. "Really and truly.
ing in general." Saurer said. "I you have to try hard to get hurt in
·
requested that the University this sport."
attorney review the recognition
Everything is done by proceof the Skydiving Club ba~ed on dure to make sure nothing goes
wrong, Clinger said. However, if
liability issues."
Saurer said John Rail. the Uni· something was to go wrong, there
versity general counsel, issued an are many safety devices, mostly
opinion. and as a result, decided automatic. to ensure a safe landing
even
the Univerwhen a pansity would
not be able ' ' It's 1ike being pushed out of a ! c k e d
jumper is
to recog· plane without a parachute."'
involved.
nize
the
Vice
club.
ANDY (UNGER
··What
President
of
Skydiving Club Prc.\ldent
Student
that means
Affairs Don
is that they
can not use the name Murray Robertson said the University's
State, and they can not use Mur· decision stemmed from tlie likeliray State resources." S aurer said. hood of injury in the sport.
University general counsel
"We just don't feel like we can
encourage (skydiving)," RobertJohn Rail declined to comment.
Andy Clinger, senior from son said. ··It's too much of a
Huntsburg. Ohio, and president high-risk activity for the Univerof the skydiving club, said the sity to feel comfortable without
club has acquired 40 members having the resources or having
since it's inception in November more of a direct role in it, and we
just don't have the resources or
of last year.
"There's nothing like this any- the ability to do that. We felt we
where. not in the whole state." just had to distance ourselves
Clinger said. ''That's why I start- from that operation."
Clinger said safety issues are
ed this club. It's for the students.
It's something for people to do. something the University should
This was something that people have examined before granting
just jumped on. skydiving at permission for the club to form.
"We're filed as a non-profit
Murray State.''
Clinger said he felt the deci- organization with the IRS,"
sion to dismantle the club was Clinger said. ''We've sent in
unfair because the individuals paper work for the Adopt-aresponsible for the decision were Highway Program right on 641
not informed enough to make the right in front of the stadium."
Clinger said while common
assessment.
"They don't know all the safe· practice in l.Jniversity sports
ty engineering that goes into the requires members to sign a
sport." Clinger said. "Cheerleading has more injuries every year
see SKYDIVING /18
BY MARCI O WEN

Students voice concerns at
Presidential Roundtable
BY LOREE STARK
EDITOR IN CHIEF

Heating. parking and tied-up
phone lines are i-;sucs University
President F. King Alexander will
likely be fielding as he personally
visits each residential college to
meet with students this ~emester.
The program. titled the "President'~ Roundtable un Rcsidential Colleges.'' gives students a forum to
discuss i::.sues concerning residential
colleges.
"I can't li:< what I don't know is a
problem,'' Alexander said. ··This
gives me an opportunity to find out
what students' rno~t basic needs ure,

what their most major concerns are cussed that the University had the
as well as what their macro concerns capability to change would be
are."
addressed on a timetable depending
Alexander has alrcady visited on the specific situation.
"Some things we are hearing are
Hart College. Richmond College
things that can be dealt with in a
and Springer-Franklin College.
Vice President of Student Affairs short term. maybe even before
Don Robertson said the forums are school ends." Robertson said.
'"very informal" and have branched "Other things are thing~ we may
out into other issues aside from work on during the .summer. Others
housing. including parking. schedul- are certainJy going to be more long
r.mge."
ing and food services.
••He's (Alexander) commented
Alexander said the format of the
that probably four out of five things round table, which u-;ually lasts
brought up are probably things we from an hour to an hour and a half,
can address,'' Robertson said. ..It':-. i:; up to the residential college that is
covered a whole wide s~ctrum."
hosting it.
Robertson said the ioisues dis- · "They've raised a lot of good

Story by Kyser Lough • Photos by Karri Wurth

International students
to address constituency
in ISO presidential race
8 Y TAYLO R MARIE EWING
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

International students will
have the opportunity to elect a
new International Student Organization presidcnt. treasurer and
publicity officer at ISO elections
next Thursday and Friday.
The three presidential candidates include Abdalla Elbannan,
junior from Egypt; Anis Drira,
sophomore from Tunisia; Paris
Georgiou. sophomore frorn
Cyprus; and Bashar Al-aueh.
junior from Israel.
International Student Adviser
Mark Galloway said each candidate will have the opportunity to
give a five-minute speech on his
issues and plans for the presidency Wednesday.
"(Some major issues are) more
activities for international stu·
dents on the weekends and during the week and transportation
to Nashville," Galloway said.
"And, gelling international students more involved on campus
and getting American srudenh

•

more involved in ISO activitie:-.."
Galloway said the ISO president has a number of duties,
which are outlined in the organization· s constitution.
"Basically. (the president's)
responsibilities are to preside
over all organi7ation meetings.
appoint committees, act as an
ISO representative with other
campus organizations. call for
elections, resolve any emergency situations to the best of
their ability and assign duties to
the officers." Galloway said.
Paris Georgiou, who is the
current ISO president, said his
time in office has helped him
become aware of student needs
and what his capabilities are as
president.
Georgiou said if reelected, he
would attempt to reduce the
shuttle price, which is currently
$35, for international students
going to Nashville.
Georgiou abo said he hopes to
plan more trips like the ISO's

see ISO / 18

questions and a lot of good bsues in
our discussion:-; that have provide4
me with valuable information about
our studems llf!d how they live,"
Alex11nder said.
Scott Danner. the residence director of Hurt College and a senior
from Woodlawn. Ill., said be
thou£hl the forum was well-auendetl. He aid the dialogue focused
mostly on actual "physical" issues
with the building and tinanciol topics that related to students.
..They were just glad to be able to
voice their opinion to him ... in
almost a one-on-one situation,''
Danner said. 'That gave them the
idea change could happen.''

(Top and Center) Nickelback lead singer and guitar ist
Chad Kroeger performs "Too Bad," a song whose lyrics he
wrote h imself.
(Abo\e) Ryan Peake, l'iickelback's backup guitarist and
\Ocalist, plays melody during thl' ba nd's concert last night.

Nickelback invaded the Regional
Special Events Center la-.;t night.
leaving a lasting impression on all
those in attendance.
The concert begun with the alltoo-familiar Electric 96.9 T·shirts
being tossed into the crowd. Soon
after. Injected took the ~tage as the
first of two op~ning acts.
Blasting onto st;~ge at 8 p.m.
sharp. Injected primetl the crowd
for the rest of the evening.
Throughout its performance.
Injected got the crowd jumping,
yelling and even crowd surfing. It
played out an eight-song set that
lasted thirty minutes and then gave
up the stage.
Twenty minutes later, Default
stormed the stage as lead singer
Dallas Smith greeted the audience.
"Kentucky, how the hell you
guys doing tonight"?" Smith asked.
Default played a 45-minute set
that included some of its recognizable songs such as "Wasting ~·ty
Time." Smith introducetl it us··... a
song that some of you might recognize."
The seventh song it played was a
non-album track. "Break Down
Doors," that it pre\iewed to the
audience. Default finally ended its
set with its latest single, "Deny."
Overall. crowd rc:tction to the
two opening acts wa<; good.
"The opening bands were a lot
better than the ones at Nelly." said
Katie Kanowsky, freshman from
Evansville. lnd. "They got a lot
more into it."
Forty-live minutes ;~fter Default
left stage, Nickelb<1ck had its turn
to entertain the anxious crowd. A~
band members took to the stage.
lead singer Chad Kroeger spoke on
returning to Murray State fur a second show.
"This is the second time Nickelback has been here," Kroeger said.
"Last time it wasn't our stage:
that'o; okay. becau..,e this time it is."
Nidelback opened fm Three
Doors Down in the fall of 2000.
During the course of it.; hourani.l-a-half-long
performance,

Nid:clback proved to be a crowdpleaser. Not only did the group
play its more popular songs such as
''Leader of Men," "Too Bad" and
"Oitl Enough." but also some
brand·n~w songs as well. Some of
the newer material played at the
concert is going to be featured on
Nickelback's next album, but a few
were recent composition!. tested by
the band.
"Can we play you guys just one
more brand-new. unrccortled Nickelback song?" Kroeger asked the '
audience before pre<;cnting another
new song.
After every song, Kroeger would
take a minute or two to chat to the
audience. explaming the next song,
geuing the crowd more pumped up
or even just checking to make sure
cn:1yonc was having a good time.
"Have we entertained you all this
far?" Kroeger a~ked.
Kroeger even took the time to
continue a Nickelback tradition .
~nd hring out a video camera to
record the audience. At one point,
he jumpetl down from the stage
nnd mn around the perimeter of the
floor so he could record the people
~itting at the back of RSEC.
"My favorite part of thc whole
concert was \\hen he r;tn out with
his vitlco camera to tape the
crowd," said Nakinh Gibson. freshmun from Murray.
After playing 12 songs. Nickelback left the .stage with n "See you
soon" and a smile. However, most
of the crowd were not smiling, as
the hand had not yet played its
chart topper, "How You Remind
Me."

A few minute~ later. after much
cheering and stomping. Kroeger
and guitarist Ryan Peake returned
to stage. Sitting down on a stool.
Kroeger asked the audience, "Are
you ~till here'!" Peake picked up an
UCl>U!>tic guitar. and Kroeger suggested that they play !>orne Lynard
Skynard or Metallica. Finally, the
opening strains of "How You

see NICKRBACK /18
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Departments to produce Brass quintet to perform,
mock trial for television teach performance class
The organizational communication and journalism ahd mass
communication departments are
producing the mock trial ''Kisses,
Lies and Final Exams" to be televised on MSU TV-11 at 7:30p.m.
Thursday.
The trial will take place at the
Wrather Museum auditorium.
Admission is free, and refreshments will be served

Stubblefield, Renee Rowland, Mike
Youg, Doris Clark-Parham, Cami
Pierce and Lydia Jones.
The event was organized by
Bruce Jeffers.

The American Brass Quintet will
perform at 8 p.m. Saturday in
Lovett Auditorium and will teach a
masterclass at 2 p.m. in the Performing Arts Hall.
The enc;emble has been together
since 1960 and has performed all
over the world.
Tickets are $12 for the concert, $8
for the masterclass or $15 for both.
For more information on group
rates and advanced tickets, phone
762-4288.

Ambassador applications
available for 2002-2003
The School Relations office is
currently accepting applications
for 2002-2003 University ambassadors.
Ambassadors
take
prospective students on more
than 2,000 campus tours each
year. Applications are due at 4:30
p.m. Wednesday.
For more information, contact
co-curricular activities at the Student Activities office at 762-6951.

Professor receives award
for ecosystem research Alliance invites faculty
Biological professor and Hancock Biological Station director to attend annual reception

Alliance would like to invite all
David White was selected as the
first recipient of the Murray State diversity-supportive faculty memAlumni Asociation's Distin- bers to its annual faculty-student
guished Researcher Award for his reception from 4 to 5 p.m. Thursday in the Fine Arts Annex lobby.
research on aquatic ecosystems.
Alliance is an organization that
The award, which includes a
supports
gay, lesbian, bisexual and
$1,000 stipend, will be presented
transgendered
students.
to White at the Alumni & Friends
Everyone is welcome to attend. If
Banquet at 6 p.m. Saturday in the
Curris Center ballroom. Tickets you have questions or plan to
are $15 and can be purchased at attend, please phone Michelle Barthe :\lumni Affairs Center or by ·ber at 753-6507.
contacting Misty Williams at 7623001

Fonner University student
receives 3 years probation
Seamus Coffey, former Murray
State student who was charged
with sending an e-mail bomb
threat that closed down the University last spring, was sentenced to
three years probation Friday.

.

On April 23, Shakespeare's
birthday and the anniversary
of his death, the Shenandoah
Shakespeare Express will close
the Shakespeare Festival with
Macbeth at 10 a.m. and Love's
Labours Lost at 7 p.m. at Lovett
Auditorium.
The Express is a travelling
troupe of young professional
University officials receive , actors that attempt to recrec1te
environment of an Elizahonors at awards banquet the
bethan playhouse.
Munay State's Black Student
Tickets for the play are $5
Council and University' officials each and will be available 30
honored six staff members for their minutes before the perfordedicated service with the African· mance.
American Student Services and Ethnic Programs at an awards banquet Campus Briefly is compiled by TayMarch 29.
lor Marie Ewing, assistant news
The staff members included Cheri editor.

tl1e

murray
t:;;state

·news

Traveling acting company
to perfonn twice at festival

r

·,.,

Editor In Chief: 762-6877
News: 762-4468
College Life: 762-4480
Opinion: 762-4468
Sports: 762-4481
Advertising: 762-4478
Fax: 762-3175
.. •
E-Mail: thenews@murraystate.edu

•Police Beat
Thursday, April11
12:38 a.m. A verbal warning
was issued on University
Drive for disregarding a stop
sign.
11:44 a.m. An accident without injuries occurred in the
Broach Street parking lot.
2:40 p.m. A subject had a
~eizure in Wells Hall.

report was taken and the incident is under investigation.
1:52 p.m. A caller advised
several children were throwing rocks at vehicles from on
top of Stewart Stadium. The
subjects were gone upon officer arrival.
5:11 p.m. There was a report
of two juveniles soliciting on
campus.

Friday, April 12

Sunday, April 14

12:33 a.m. A subject received n
verbal warning for disregarding a stop sign behind Richmond College.
7:02 p.m. A caller reported a
male subject howling between
the Applied Science and Fine
Arts buildings. The subject
was gone upon officer arrival.
8:01 p.m. A subject advised a
dumpster behind Public Safety was on fire .
10:23 p.m. A resident adviser
at Regents College requested a
subject be escorted out of the
buildmg for hitting things.
11:29 p.m. There was a report
of a suspicious smell at Clark
College.
11:57 p.m. A caller advised the
smell of alcohol was coming
from a room in Regents College.

12:14 a .m. An officer checked
on a dance at the Curris Center.
2:12 p.m. A resident at College Courts reported his/her
front glass door was broken.

Saturday, April 13
1:09 p.m. There was a report
of theft in Franklin College. A

HENEWS.or(!
. 'lllllW J\ '-l.ne
1
~~~,\~

l ln

....

Monday, April 15
11:32 a.m. A caller reported a
subject having a seizure in
the Lowry Center. The subject
was transported to the hospital by the EMS.
4:06 p.m. A caller reported a
studE:'nt in the Fine Arts
Building with a shoulder
injury. The subject was transported to the hospital by the
EMS.

Tuesday, April 16
7:52 a. m . A caller reported a
non-injury accident in the
15th Street parking lot. A
report was taken.
1:28 p.m. An individual
reported !>tolen property a l

the University Police Department.
3:12p.m. A fight was reported in front of Elizabeth College.
4:28 p.m. A caller reported a
window' was broken in
Winslow Cafeteria when a
student was trying to kill a
wasp.
7:30 p.m. A caller reported a
subject talking on a PA system in front of Clark College.
The subject was gone on officer arrival.

Wednesday, April 17
1:01 p.m. An accident with
injuries occurr~d in front of
the Curris Center.
3:02 p.m. There was a report
of an un.1uthorized person
working on a computer at the
Carr Health Building. A
report was taken .
10:12 p.m. A hit-and-run accident occurred in front of.
White College.
11:35 p.m. Racer Patrol
reported a pool party at the
Carr Health Building was getting a little wild. Subjects
were gone on officer arrival.
Motorist Assists-10
Police Escorts-11

Police Beat is compiled by Taylor
Maril' Ewing, assislal/1 news editor.
All dispatched calls are not listed.

" The Murray State News" strives to be the University community's source for information.
Our goal is t o present that lnfonnation In a fair and unbiased
manner and also provide a free and open forum for expression and
debate.
"The Murray State News" offers a hands-on learning environment
for those ltudents int.ensled In joumaU. or other fields NW1nJ
to the production af a newspaper.
The campus press should be free from censorship and advance
approval of copy; and, Its editors shOuld be free to develop their
own editorial and news policies.

C~lloway

Inn
Murray

Now Under New Ownership
and Management

All Rooms $39+tax
Clean Rooms, HBO, Pool

Coming Soon

International Fine Dining

written by william shakespeare
directed by bob valentine

Also Coming Soon:
Beer Garden and Lounge
For Information or Reservations
(270) 753-5986 or 800-808-0036

robert e. johnson theatre
april 17-'20 • 7 p.m.
april '21 • '2:30 p.m.
$10 adults
$7 facully, staff. CfJ under 18
free for MSU studenls w/ID

1202 S. 12th St.
Murray, KY 4207 1

............
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Patton says he will consider
tax changes in special session

West Virginia students
fall from 15-foot balcony

FRANKFORT (AP) - Gov. PauJ Patton
said Wednesday he will include the possibility of making tax changes tO the agenda for a
special legislative se~sion to work out a budget.
The session will stan at noon Monday,
prompted by the General Assembly's failure
to come up with a spending plan for the state
during the 60 days of its regular session that
ended earlier this week.
" It would include the ability to close loopholes if the legislature would decide to do
that." Patton said.
Rep. Harry Moberly. D-Richmond. the
chainnan of the House Appropriations and
Revenue Committee, said this week the disagreements that held up a budget would make
it much more d1fficult to make any changes in
the tax Jaws during a ~pecial session.
Moberly proposed legislation during the
regular session to make modest tax changes in
such technical areas as eliminating the deduction for income taxes paid by companies to
foreign governments and placing a cap on the
reimbursement companies receive for collecting sales taxes.
Even Patton seemed undecided about tinkering with the tax code during a special session.
Said Patton: "Exactly whether or not we
wiU be supportive of any such measure is yet
to be decided."

MORGANTOWN, W.Va. (AP)
Two West Virginia University students were injured Wednesday
morning after falling from a ISfoot bakony.
Morgantown police Lt. S.R.
Groscup said one student i~ male
and the other is female. Their
names have not been released.
Police believe the male started to
faJl .and grabbed the female to
steady himself. Both students then
fell from the balcony, Groscup
said.
Both students were taken to
Ruby Memorial Hospital. The
female suffered cuts and other
minor injuries and was in good
condition. The male suffered a
head injury and underwent surgery.
He was in stable condition.
Groscup said.
Police do not believe alcohol
was a factor. The accident remains
under investigation.

Preserves commission purchases
tract for Clinton nature preserve
CLINTON (AP)- A 216-acre tract featuring a variety of wildlife and rare plants will be
converted into a nature preserve.
The State of Kentucky Nature Preserves
Commission bought the property from a family to create Three Ponds State Nature Preserve in Hickman County.
The preserve is next to the Mississippi
River. The property consists of bluff. bottomland hardwood forest and coastal plain slough
on the noodplain.
"We're at the beginning of developing the
nature preserve at this time:• said Ron Scott.
land protection specialist for the commission.
"It's not like a state park. There won•t be a Jot
of facilities or ~tructures. We would like to
have a parking area established and a trail system in place."

Nashville d~lays posting
of Ten Commandments
NASHVTLLE (AP) - A measure supporting the ppsting of the
Ten Commandments in public
buildings was quickly tabled by
the Metro Nashville City Council
with a 26-13 vote.
Tbe quick vote on Tuesday
evening cut off debate. angering
proponents of the idea. Resolutions to post the Ten Commandment in public buildings have
been passed by more than half of
Tennessee's 95 county commissions.
"We got shafted." said Councilwoman Nonna Hand. "We wanted to talk .... Our hand), were up.
They shut us up. They didn•t give
us a chance.''
Posting the commandments in u
taxpayer-funded building would
violate the U.S. Constitution 's
provisions for -.eparation of
church .and state, two legal advisen; have told city officinls. A law-

3

•wor1d
suit will be filed against the city if
the commandments are posted in
a government building, officials
with The American Civil Liberties Union have said.

Pony shot in pasture,
police search for owner
PLYMOUTH, VL (AP) - A 47year-old pony shot in its pasture
will recover, but the animal is
expected to limp for the rest of its
life.
Meanwhile. the Vermont State
Police continue to look for the per'on responsible for shooting the
pony Sunday morning at a Messner
Hill Road farm in Plymouth.
The pony. named Nellie, was
found shot in the shoulder by its
owner Ursula DePaul when DePaul
got up on Sunday morning.
"She could get up and hobble but
boy, she was in pain," DePaul said.
The bone in Nellie's right shoulder was broken, DePauJ said, but
she seems to be· recovering reasonably well.
"She's eating and drinking and
doing fine, weU, as fine as she
can,· · she said. "She's going to end
up with a limp for the rest of her
life."
Said DePauJ: "People that are
doing this don•t care and are just
pure plain mean."

Illinois graduate students
cancel three-day strike
CHAMPAIGN. ill. (AP) - University of lllinois graduate students
attempting to unionize caJied off a
strike planned for Wednesday, saying they've made substantial
progress during talks with school
ofticials.
Members of the Graduate
had
Employee Organization
planned to stage a three-day work
stoppage this week but canceled it
late Tuesday. GEO co-president
Uma Pimplaskar said discussions
were ongoing with university leaders over who could be included in a
graduate student union.

WE'VE MOVED!
· -(tOPhY C
..,..e
-t"G

Mubarak cancels talks
with Secreta.y Powell
CAIRO, Egypt (AP) - President Hosni Mubarak canceled
talks Wednesday with Secretary
of State Colin Powell, capping a
difficult U.S. mission that Arabs
decried as a faiJure for not stopping Israel's offensive against
the Palestinians.
Egyptian officials gave no
reason why President Hosni
Mubarak decided not to meet
Powell. U.S. and Egyptian officials had said earlier the two
would hold talks after Powell
hastily scheduled a stopover in
Cairo as he headed home from
Israel.
The cold shoulder from Egypt
• a key Arab moderate - carne as
many in the Arab world complained that Powell had not
brought U.S. pressure on Israel
to end its offensive, launched to
crush PaJestinian militias after a
string of suicide nttacks.

Wednesday morning.
The station's Russian skipper, Yuri Onufrienko, added:
"A very big thanks. everybody.
That was reaUy great job, and
see you soon on the ground."
Onufrienko and his American crewmates have 'two
months remaining in their sixmonth mission.

Russian parliament
passes military bill

MOSCOW (AP) - Taking
steps to stem widespread draftdodging. Russian lawmakers on
Wednesday
tentatively
approved tbe idea of aJternative
service - a right guaranteed by
the Constitution but long
ignored in practice.
The Duma, or lower house of
parliament, passed a government sponsored bill providing
for a four-year term of aJtemative aJtemative civilian service
for young men with a high
school education and two years
for those with a higher degree.
Atlantis astronauts
Every Russian man aged 18complete construction 27 is eligible for the draft. but
CAPE
CANAVERAL, less than half serve becawie they
Florida (AP) - Space shuttle receive exemptions for educaAtlantis• astronauts completed tion. are declared unfit to serve,
their construction work at the or pay bribes to avoid it. DraftinternationaJ space station and' dodging and Russians' declining
then got ready for their all-roo- beaJtb has led to dwindling
ranks in the nation's predomisoon departure.
Atlantis was due to undock nantly conscript army.
President Vladimir Putin has
from the station on Wednesday
the aJtemative serchampioned
after a weeklong visit that feavice
biU
as
part
of his plans for
tured the successful instaJlareforming
the
military.
It must
tion of a $790 million girder
survive
at
least
two
more
votes
and railcar.
in the Duma, then pac;s in the
Shuttle commander Michael
upper bouse and be signed by
Bloomfield called the past
Putin to enter law.
week an incredible experience
and said the three space sta·
tion men had made the visit- London street crime
ing astronauts feel "right at increases 38 percent
home."
LONDON (AP) - Street crime
"We've enjoyed every in London jumped by 38 percent
minute with them. and it's in the year that ended in March,
going to be hard to leave them with 192 people mugged in the
here." Bloomfield said in a capital every day, police said
farewell
ceremony
late Wednesday.

There were 70,000 muggings
in London last year, which contributed to an overall crime
increase of 6 percent over the
previous year, police said.
Murder was up ll percent,
with 190 killings, and 10,000
people were the victims of sex
crimes, up 13.5 percent, police
said.
OveraJI. 1,057,360 crimes
were recorded in London in the
year ending in March. police
said.

Arafat demands US
help end office siege
RAMALLAH, West Bank
(AP)- An angry Yasser Arafat
warned on Wednesday that his
continued confinement by
Israeli troops would hurt stability and peace in the Middle East
and demanded the United States
help end the Israeli siege of his
offices.
The Palestinian leader vented
his rage to reporters after meeting with Secretary of State Colin
Powell at the Ramallah compound that Israeli troops took
over March 29. effectively
imprisoning Arafat in his office
building.
"I have to ask the whole internationaJ world, I have to ask
excellency President Bush, I
have to ask the United Nations.
is this acceptable that I can•t go
outside the doorT' said Arafat,
visibly agitated.
"Is this acceptable, for how
long, you think. do you think
this will not reflect on the whole
stability and peace in the Middle
East?" Arafat said.
An Arafat aid, Nabil Abu
Rdeneh, also warned that "the
Israeli government is playing
with fire, challenging the international community, continuing
its aggression.··
Arafat was unable to leave
the building to escort Powell to
his car after lheir meeting.
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Library suffers once again
Our View
ISSUE:

WATERFIELD
LIBRARY HAS HAD
TO CANCEL

TNINK
Should the amount of
porn on the Internet
be reduced?

228 PERIODICAL
SUBSCRIPTIONS.
P OSITIO N:

THE UNIVERSITY
MUST FIND SOME
WAY TO SUPPLY
THE LIBRARY
WITH FINANCIAL
ASSISTANCE. .

"Yes. Porn on
the Internet is
tearing apart
the moral
fibers of our
youth."
ADDAM VESSA
sen10r Murray

"Yes, because
children don't
need to view
such vulgar
material."
Wlt.LIEWAUS
senior, Murray

"No.
Everybody
should be
able to do
their 'thang,
thang.'"

As much as students complain about
Waterfield library beif}g out-of-date and
about the basement's funky color
scheme, there really are a lot of useful
resources within its doors.
However, in the Council on Postsecondary Education's survey earlier this
year, Murray State's lowest satisfaction
rating was earned in the ''library
resources'' category.
After these less-than-superior results,
the editorial board expected the administration to step in and find ways to
improve Waterfield's resources.
Instead, the library .continues to suffer.
Without an increase in its acquisitions
budget this year, the library staff cannot
purchase new materials and cannot even
retain all the ones it currently is receiving.
It is depressing the Waterfield staff has
had to cut $150,000 just to stay within its
budget. That $1 50,000 was saved by
cancelling subscriptions to 228 useful
periodicals.
Those periodicals serve the University
as well as the community. Surely there
must be some other funds within the
University's system to help out the one
establishment students rely on most for
educational resources.
While it is still a shame that so many
periodicals had to be canceled, the faculty's cooperation in deciding which ones
to cut should be noted.
Instead of the librarians choosing
which periodicals to cancel or retain,
each department was given lists of all Lhe
periodicals and statT members debated
over which publications were most critical to keep.
Then, departments communicated with
each other, becaust:- some periodicals
served more than one discipline. Faculty
members cooperated to make the most

out of an unfortunate situation.
Unfortunately, lhe problem will not
magically fix itself - there is not any
more money in next year's budget to
restart the subscriptions.
The University always needs money

for every department. However, Waterfield library should bl! moved to the top
of the list for assistance.
Providing sufficient educational
resources for students should be a top
priority.

ect o lea ership disappointi

RIKKIHit.t.
ju(IIOr: Murray

Student regent not visible, effective

. "Yes. Why
would you
want to be
addicted to
that? What
good will it
do for you?"
EllYN M URRAY

freshman, Lex1ngton

jenny Hahn/The New~
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In My
Opinion

This article should begin with a that it cho:.e a full year ago.
disclaimer.
Has anyone seen her? As she
I am not involved in the Student now heads out of office. what
Government Association and have impact has she had? Did she work
not been since I served as fresh- for the student-. and fullill the
promises she made during her
man senator two years ago.
I have not done a great deal of campaign, or did she just use the
research, and I have not pain~tak student body to get elected?
ingly surveyed the studl!nt body.
As I said, I have tried to n:main
This is not an article meant to active on campus. I have tried to
condemn or to definitively answer stay "in the know." So. why don't
any questions. This i~ just a stu- I really know anything about Key?
dent. who always votes in SGA
It seems the SGA president
election11, inquiring a~ to what I should servt: us the voice llf the
student body. He or she should
am voting for.
I like to think of myself as .stand as a sort of figurehead.
involved on campus. I'm involved always pursuing whal is right for
in several student organizations. the o;tudents and ~onstnntly reasTONY
and I try to anend as many func- suring the ... rud~~lll body that every
BURBA
tions as possible.
effort is being made to ensure its
I
abo
interact
with
a
lot
of
peo·
interests are being met.
"IT SEEMS THAT AS
pte during a given day and get a
In other word'<. the SGA presiWE USHER IN A
chance to hear a lot of the con- dent sencs two roles: one a' the
cerns and opinions of :-tudents and symbolic leader of Lhe student
NEW PRESIDENT,
faculty on this campus.
body and the olher as a voice for
THERE ARE FAR
In recent weeks, with the drama the students on the Board of
of a new election season. I have Regents and anywhere el~e that
TOO MANY
been almost constantly affronted the students' well-being is disQUESTIONS ABOUT with one question: Who is Nikki cussed.
Key? It seems the student body
In the fir,ttask, how can we rate
THE OLD ONE."
has been in search of the leader Key? Perhaps we could ~1sk her.

Does anyone know what she looks
like? What kind of car does she
drive'?
h seems that no one really
knows where she stands. Many
students I have talked to speak of
her as though :>he were some
mythical creature of which one
would be lucky ever to c•llt:h a
glimpse.
'
In her !>econd role as a student
representative. I urn even more
unenlightened. I hear lihe voted in
favor of a fee hike to pay for a
wellness center that none ol the
students -;he now represenb will
ever enjoy.
I abo hear that :;he has shown
up to fewer publk event..; than uny
other SGA president in recent hisLory. I hear the fncuhy call her a
puppet for the Regent..;, and 1 hear
the :;tudenl::. ao.,king if it is true.
I want to clarify that I am not
stating the above rumors as facts .
I am simply saying that I. the
average student, am dumbfounded
by the amount of ambivalence
shown by most studenb toward
their student regent.
I don't understand how if Key

has effectively served as a representative for the student)< there can
he 'o many people that have never
seen her und know nothing but
:second-hand account ... of what she
has done.
Thb commentary 1s meant to be
more inqutsitivc than informative.
It seems that as we usher in a new
pre::.ident. thete are far too many
questions about the old one. Is this
what we can expect in the future '?
Ha), the SGA president simply
become another Regent, unknown
to the stuucnls and uninformed
uboUL their concern:.'?
Are the students of Murray
State to be forever in the dari.: a ... to
how they are hemg represented?
In one year. will the same concerns '>till exist?
Are the students of Murray
State now just a tool by which
ambitious seniors get one more
hig bullet on their resume'? I suppose only time will tell.

Timy Burba is a jwuor political
.~l"ience

!ntljor(rom

Rard.~wwn.

• YourOpinion
Commentary embracing learning
process receives commendation

for the days Lhal we (perhaps erroneou~ly)
remember - those halcyon days or pure
learning. I don' tthink they ever really existed, ~ince I remember writing a -;imilar piece
for my college paper in 1968 ... nearly Lhe
Dark Ages by now.
I extend my s1ncere"t thanks to Konkol
for h1s article. He has my sincerest good
wishes. Learning doe,n't stop when you
graduate. Education is not a commodity. It's
an avocation.

To the Editor:
I'm standing at the reference de\k in
Waterfteld Library on a beautiful spnng Friday moming. Read: everyone else is outs1de
enjoying the weather, so the librarian can
read "The Murray State News."'
Zachary Konkol's commentary. ''College
often taken for granted," wa'> wonderful.
Every teacher on campus is thenking, Linda Bartnik
..Clone this kid."
Reference librarian/government do~uments
Konkol. many of us were where you are a
few years ago. In fact, one of Lhe rea~ons 1 Photo essay about Brussels trip
bt!came a librarian (although I did put in a
t"ew years as a teacher) was the opportunity poor choice for news publication
to hdp students in every discipline. l love
learning. and r.rying to help a biology major To the Editor:
is detinitely learning for a fonner English
It wa~ with great di,ma) that I opened the
major.
March 291ssue of ..The Murray Stale New~"
Yes. lhose of us who teach say we long and found myself face to face with "On a

Mission," Ryan Brooks' remarkably selfserving "article'' about his adventures converting heathens 10 the light of Je~us Christ
in Brussels. Belgium.
It i~ a mystery to me why the newspaper
felt an entire page should be devoted to this
"new' story:· although there is huh.: doubt
in my mimlthnt Brooks' position as a)o.sociate editor of the paper had much to do Wllh
it.
It is also a mystery to me why thi-. was
placed in the section of the newspaper
labeled ··news." While its appearance in a
college newspaper JS dubiou~ aL best. it is
obviously a feature thaL should have been
placed in the college life section.
The last Lime I checked, a series of diary
l!ntril!s by a staff mcrnb\!r of the ncwsp<~per
chron1cltng his rellg1ous duties does not
seem 10 qualify as news. Perhaps it wns a
slow news week.
It is my opmion that thi ... feature not only
tarnishes the reputatton of th1s so-called

"grl!;tt paper.'' but ~tlso indicates a clear bias
on the part or the newspaper and its staff. r
think in the future. more care should be
exercised in selecting proper content for
your paper
Justin Toon
senior
Louisville

Write to us
..The Murray Stute News" welc0mes commentaries and tellers to the editor. Letters
should be 300 words or fewer and must be
signed. Contributors should include
addresses and phone numbers for veritkation. Please include hometown. classitica•
lion. title or relationship to the University.
'1lte Murray Stnte News" reserves the right
ro edit fur Slyle, length and content.
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Scholarship awards hard to obtain
In My

In my naive comprehension of how
scholarships were awarded for college. I
had always assumed that hard work, perfect grades, involvement on campus and
thorough applications would put me in a
fonnidable position to receive money
from the Unive~ity for my eduC'.ttion.
fl did, but to a depressingly small
extent. That renewable four-year $2,000
~holarship sure doesn't go very far with
more than $10.000 in out·of-~;tate tuition
fees hanging over my parent's heads.
And all those smal], one-year, nonrenewable scholarships the University
offered to freshmen like myself were
great incentives - they falsely convmced
me of how, if Murray State wao; willing
to extend 1ts dollars to high school
ERIN
seniors
to secure their attendance here.
RICHARDS
~urely there wou1d be more money for
students with above average ac.~demics
"I HATE TO
to tap into later. .
SOUND LIKE A
I've learned a lot since freshman year.
WHINY
Yes, there are grants. Yes, there are
OVERACHIEVER, BUT loans. Yes, there is fm:mcial aid. However, when it come!\ down to being rewardMURRAY STATE
ed or financially compensated for your
NEEDS TO REVIEW academic achievements. it's damn hard
to feel worthy at Murrc1y State UniversiITS SCHOLARSHIP
ty.
PROCESSES ••.
What else do you want from me'l l'm

Opinion

,

smart, I'm friendly, I'm involved, I've
got a 4.0 GPA; I'm the college student
every university wants (well, maybe the
college student every university would
want if I wa•m't so preoccupied with
pointing out the ills in i~ systems, but I
don't think scholarships are denied on
that factor) .
Why then, did I not receive any other
new academic scholarships last year and
only 350 new dollars this year? I'm
grateful for that scholar..hip from the
journa1ism department, but I thought I
would be in contention for more of the
genera] University scholarships as well.
Murray State distributes about 3,746
awards totaling roughly $4 million in the
fonn of scholarships (Unive~ity, alumni
and departmenta1), grants and genera]
dollars each year.
However, distributed among approximately 1,800 eligible students, it isn't
that much. especiaUy when I've talked to
so many students with good grades and
good reputations who wonder why they
can't score any extra funds.
For example, sophomore Ashley
Odom applied for 14 scholarships
beyond her single incoming freshman
renewable award last year and didn't
receive any. This year. even with contin-

uing to carry a 4.0 GPA. she applied for
about 18, and got one.
"We truly don't have enough money
to award to everyone," Cannen Garland;
director of University scholarshi~ said.
Perhap~ if students knew this coming
into Murray State, it wouldn't be such a
shock when a11 those funds disappear
after their first year.
The University misleads freshman by
offering so many one-time, non-renewable awards: students accept those
awanb and come to Murray State believing it's okay if those scholarships only
last for one year, after aH, they can apply
for more the next season.
With a check and a smile, the Uruversity gets you here. but is not nearly so
interested with distributing scholarships
to keep you here. The administration
doesn't have to be so free with its money
for upperclassmen because it knows it's
harder for students to leave than it is for
them to make up the missing funds
through jobs and pleas to parents.
And if you are an out-of-state student,
you may as well forget it. In efforts to
keep homegrown talent in state. the
majority of University scholarships
require recipients to be fmm Kentucky.
It's a trend in every state school. but frus-

trating nonetheless.
My grades are decent, but I lose out
because I'm not a red-headed nursing
major with an emphasis in biophysics
and a minor in ceramics from Marsha1l,
Ca11oway or Graves County. The name
of the University's scholarship brochure
should be changed from "Out<ttanding
Scholarship Opportunities" to "Outstanding Scholarship Restrictions."
My favorite is the George Beiderwell
Scholarship. which is listed a,s being
"open to a11 students" ... as long as they
reside in "West Kentucky, specificaUy
west of Pennyrile Parkway from Henderson to Hopkinsville and west of U.S. 41
from Hopkinsville to the Tennessee state
line." That certainly narrows the field.
These selective entries re!>ult from
Murray State a1lowing scholarship
donors to set the guidelines for the recipients of the award. While this gracious
gesture does thank the donor for his or
her generosir.y, it means only a few students are competing for certain awards
while the scholarships with more general
guidelines are overloaded with hundreds
of qualified applicants.
Funds could be distributed more evenly if all donors contributed to a single
scholan;hip pool; however, this would

take some of the personalization out of
the award. Murray State must continue to
pressure donors to make their donations
a renewable four-year award or offer the
scholarship to aU students and not just
incoming freshmen.
Either way, more money needs to be
spread over more students, and more students need to be recognized for their
achievements. With Murray State, it's
quantity over qua1ir.y: as the administration pushes for higher and higher enrollment, it ignores the importance of
scholastic achievement.
Where's the incentive to k.ill yourself
for high grades when it obviously doesn' t guarantee hea1thy scholan;hips and
few employers are concerned with your
GPA?
I hate to sound like a whiny overachiever, but Murray State needs to
review its scholarship processes and
make incoming studentc; more aware of
the fact that if they don't get an initia1
renewable award, they probably won't
get much later. no matter how successful
they are in their academics.

Erin Riclulrdr is IM opinion editor for
"The Murray State NewJ. "

Booniers paSs materialistic torch to graduates
In My

Opinion

Bos
LOCHTE

I've got a gift for the graduates. It's a sticker shaped brat pack.
like a target with a big black bull' s-eye. l want each of
Our temper tantrums pulled us out of Vietnam and
you to take one, stick it on your wallet and look at it sucked us into the Contract with America. In 25 yean;,
every time you reach for the cash or the credit cards. "Hell no. We won't go," became "Hell no. We won't
This is important. I know I've been weanng one ' pay."
•
my entire life.
We've been the center of attention. and the huckr m a baby boomer. the original target generation. sters kept us there by convincing us that more and bigEver since we gained sensory perception, hucksters ger is better, even though it now takes the whole
have tnuned us like Pavlov' s dog~. And we respond· world's resources to sustain our consumptive pased. We bought model car kits, Davy Crockett outtits. sions. So much for Earth Day.
hula hoops, f'nut Loops, Pet Rocks and dot.com
Since we took charge a decade ago, we've prostocks.
duced inspirationa1 leaders like Bill Clinton, Newt
Heck. we thought Bud\\eiser beach towels and Gingrich, At Gore, and George W. Bush. Perhaps it's
Mickey Mouse T-shins were cool. So everybody time, after all, to pass the target along. Just let me
became walking billboards and paid for the privilege. keep my two SUVs. my home equity line, my timeThey created radio formats, TV shows, magazines. share in Biloxi and my Sam's Club card.
music, movies and books just for us and to make life
We have no choice in the mauer. Our target~ are
easier for rnedia buyers at BBD&O.
faded and crinkled with age, and no one offers a
But now our time in the -;ights has pasc;ed. and I replacement. Although Boomers have more income
must admit that I'm a litt1e jealous. No. damn it! I'm than any generation in history, we've long been
avocado green with envy. We're the origina1 spoiled branded, like so many herds of Herefords, and put out

to pasture.
I've got Fore!. Colgate, Kenmore, Apple, Sony,
Yoplail, Skippy. Bacardi, Pepto Bismol and Wal·mart
burned deep imo my hide. But you, the graduates,
have unblemished skins. Well. except for aU those tattoos and chunks of meta1 hanging out here and there.
Plus. you have something we never thought of at
your age - debt burden. You a1ready know how to
max out the plastic, take out college loans, get by with
minimum payments and work two jobs - one for
yourself and another for Citibank.
They' re heating up the branding irons. I can almost
,men the singeing flesh .
·
Since the hucksters have forsaken us, the media
wants little to do with Boomers any more. Check out
a maguine rack, a movie marquee, the selection of
music at Tower or the books touted on Amazon.com.
Try to tind a radio station programming to the over50 audience.
Television, the medium we shaped. has litt1e to
offer us besides TV Land. Even network news, tradi-
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Brochure's message misunderstood,

churches rely on followers' tithes
In My

I did not read the brochure Krista Matheny referred to in
her commentary. "Church uses tragedy to solicit funds,'' in
the April 12 edition of "The Murray State News." but from
what 'he l!:t.id it must have gone something like this:
"'Terronstc; are bad. here is some scripture to prove it:
(insert scripture here). But. if you act now and give to us, the
People's Church of Murray. 10 percent of your wages in
tithes. you will be saved!"
Matheny. did it say something like that? No. wail.. now
that r read what you wrote again I see that at no point did you
mention anything from the brochure directly asking or begging for proceeds. Did it invite you to come visit its church?
You know about those expen~ive cover charges at the door:
they are worse than Club La vela in Panama City Beach!
I am going to take rrom this commentary that Matheny is
not a regular church attender: heck, I would even say she is
slightly antt·establishment. Maybe she is not the best person
to be commenung on church tithes.
LEE
Nobody a~ ked her to pay money to be saved. No one ever
COURSEY
said if you gave money to the church you would go to heaven. No single televangelist. no preacher. no priest- no one.
"I DO NOT
Let me tell you why churches take tithes. A church body
KNOW WHY
is an organuatton made up of people who worship together
in a church building. Those buildings have electricity, run·
MATHENY
ning water. maintenance fees. supplies for children's clussASSUMES THE
es and reading materials for Sunday school that muM be paid
CHURCHES ARE for - not to mention the fact that the church must .suppon
thousand:. of mbsionaries all over the world and in its local
MONEY-HUNGRY communtty.
I do not know why Matheny assume' the churches are
AND GREEDY LIKE
money hungry and greedy like the re~t of the world. I do not
THE REST OF THE
understand where Matheny thinks the money the churches
WORLD.' '
do get goes. It's not like the preacher or priest is hoarding it

Opinion

Bob Lochte is a professor in IM department of jourfiLIIism and mass communicatiorts.

Nations .use war as
policy tool; not good
solution for conflicts

POCKETS

~

tiona] old fogy's fare, is a]J boogered up with factoids
that pop, crawl and zoom a11 over the screen to make
it look like a Web page and more appea1ing to
younger demos.
So with begrudging, but sincere best wishes. I offer
you our targets and ask only that you wear them
proud1y and uphold the Baby Boomer traditions of
conspicuous consumption and gullibility. But I'm
afraid you won't have them long.
Look over your shoulder. There' s an eight-year-old
snowboarder. festooned with Nike swooshes, swilling
Mountain Dew. munching Skittles and downloading
N Sync videos, the latest version of The SIMS and a
dozen AOL Instant Messages into a wirete~s internet
Palm Pilot PDA.
She's about to swipe your target.

away somewhere - they usually make a pittance. Where I
come from the musica1 directors and musicians don't even
get paid.
Usually most of the money that wa' taken in at my church
either went to a .special offering that was sent to a predetermined need, or it went toward paying off construction loans
for enhancements on the church building.
Jesus asked his followers to lithe I 0 percent of whatlhey
made and offer whatever else they could to the church. He
said if we followed this we would have blessings poured out
over us. I cha11enge you to find me !\Omeone who practices
this in full faith who doe), not feel the bleo;sings he pours out.
l bave felt those blessings, so don't ask me to attest otherwise.
I rea1ize the contempt some have for orgunized relig10n. I
know many thmk those that follow Christianity, Judrusm or
uny other relig1on are simply bminless followers. I am sad
for you. My tum to Christ was as much one of knowledge
and logic a,, it was of faith. I cannot look around me and not
see his works.
I know the metaphor of Jesus as a bank account probably
came acroc;~ Matheny wrong. It's called a parable. or putting
a complex problem into an easy to understand fonn the com·
mon man can understand and knows on a daily ba."sis.
I see that wa~ not a very good one. but I also feel Mathe·
ny may have been blinded by what she wanted to see
(money-grubbing Jesus freaks) as opposed to what was real1) there: a hand reaching out to those who may still be scared
from the events of Sept. II and need the reassurance of life
eterna1 and joy in a living God.

Lee Coursey is a senior marketing majvrfrom Russelville.

jUAN
D ROGUETT
" OF COURSE,
WHENEVER GIANT
MILITARY POWERS
NEED TO SUPPRESS
UNDER-ARMED,
UNDERDEVELOPED
POPULATIONS,
THEY
SYSTEMATICALLY
CALL UPON THE
RIGHTEOUSNESS
OF THE 'FIGHT
AGAINST
TERRORISM.'"

Gas prices went up once again.
It seems the rumor that several
members of OPEC (Organization
of Petroleum Exporting Countries)
were going to cut off oil supply to
the aUies of Israel (namely ourselves. the United States of America) had a direct repercussion on the
ga.; prices, even here in Murray.
l.a:>t time I watched the news, I
heard about Russians involved
since 1999 in war in the breakaway
Republic of Chechnya. I read
about puppet governmenlt;, ma-;s
graves, concentration camps, civilians murdered by the thousands
and guerrilla~ blowing up Russian
tanks. According to the Russian
government. this is a war against
terrorism.
Sound familiar? Of course.
whenever giant military powers
need to suppress under-armed,
underdeveloped and powerless
populations, they systematically
call upon the righteousness of the
"fight against terrorism."
That is the name given by the
Au,c;tro-Hungarian Empire to Ser- ·
bian nationalism in 1914. llult is
what the Gennan Nazis invoked to
suppress French Resistance. This
is how the Colombian government
managed to get our country to
finance its war against their leftist
rebels. And this is a1so the mindset
Ariel Sharon in\·oked when Israel
rolled tanks into the quao;i-totality
of Palestinian homeland.
So was the "fight against terrorism" the rea~on the gas prices went
up? Yes, but indirectly. Our government has systematica11y vetoed
every resolution of the United
Nations that was aimed at solving
the conflict in the Middle East.
While condemning the Palestinians, we gave our full ~upport to
Sharon's methods of reta1iation no matter how many civilian
Palestinians had to die in the
•process.
Not only that, but we even
encouraged it by selling insane
amoums of weaponry to Israel. It is
because our foreign policy is the
main obstacle to peace that several
oil producers are considering cut-

ting off oil supplies. The goa]
would be to pressure the United
States into accepting UN resolutions.
The truth of the matter is that we
use wa~. with their cortege of horrors. as a foreign policy tool.
Whenever it serves the purpose of
our national security. our economy
or even the approval r.1te of our
president, wars are systematically
used to our advantage.
Unfortunately, wars seem to
have quite a few side effects: people die. people are tonured, people's homes are destroyed, people
are deponed to camps and hundreds of millions of people currently view us as their enemies. So is it
really wonh if!
Pragmatically speaking. the end
rel!ult is that way too many civilians sutTer and die in order to protect a few from potential harm.
War is just not a practical solution.
When l hear death rolls in the
Middle East, Afghanistan or in
Colombia, I imagine those people's pain and suffering. Then I try
to understand, as an American citizen, what pan I have to play in this
parody of humanity.
By ignorance, inaction or actively supporting wars, I make myself
responsible for other people's suffering. This is when I decide to use
that freedom of choice we are c;o
proud of and decide not to support
wars. I guess it is about having a
conscience: I do not want my
hands to be stained with innocent
blood.
The fluctuation or the price of
ga~oline for my car means much
more than just money vanishing
from my wallet. It means a change
in our foreign policy is the only
hope for peace for millions of people.
1 will gladly pay a few dollars
more if it will make our government seek peaceful solutions to
foreign conflicts.

Juan Droguett is a senior
history/sociology double major
from Switzerland.
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Report details .trends in collegiate drinking
BY A DAM

says you can and can't do,"
Robertson said.
Stereotypically, most college
students are perceived as drinkers;
however. most students actually do
not drink alcohol, Robertson said.
"I think that groups are much
more conscious of the fact ... that
there is a large percentage of students who don't want to, who do
want alternatives,'' Robertson said.
The NIAA ~tudy also found certain college groups are more prone
to consume alcohol. Fraternity and
sorority members, athletes, males
and freshmen fall into this category.
Jim Saurer. Interfraternity Council adviser. said if the study is
accurate, he believes members of
fraternities and sororities drink
more because of the large social
functions in which they participate.
"I think there are more opportunities for fraternity and sorority
(members) to drink just by the
nature of their organizations, by
them having more social events or
get togethers than probably the
general ~tudent body has," Saurer
said.
In order to regulate drinking at
fraternity/sorority parties, Greek
organizations are required to fol low nation~! policies . The policies

L. M ATHIS

STAFF WRITER

While a recent study found alcohol consumption leads to numerous campus problems, Murray
State administrators said it is not a
serious problem on this campus.
"There are certainly problems on
campus where alcohol has been an
issue or a major contributing factor," Vice President of Student
Affairs Don Robertson said. "It's
not as much of an issue on this
campus as it is on other campuses."
The study, conducted by the
National Institute on Alcohol
Abu:;e and Alcoholism, reported
that alcohol abuse by college students is responsible for 500,000
injuries and 70,000 sexual assaults
of students between the ages of 18
and 24.
To discourage alcohol abuse.
Murray State students are presented with the facts and consequences
of drinking and are held accoumable for their actions. Robertson
said.
"A lot of what we have done is
try to create awareness. education.
making responsible decisions,
making sure that individuals know
what the law is and what the law

include following local and state
law. use of guest lists for parties,
monitoring underage drinking and
other risk management policies,
Saurer said.
Brett Keohan, Interfraternity
Council vice president, said fraternity and sorority members do not
drink any more than the average
college student, bur are simply
more visible.
'
"I don't think it's (drinking) a
problem for our fraternities and
sororities," Keohan said.
Murray State athletes are held
accountable by their coaches· alcohol policy, which generally
depends upon the seriousness of
the situation involving alcohol . ln
all cases. athletes are encouraged
not to drink, Athletics Director
E.W. Dennison said.
''We encourage them (athletes)
to use good judgment, use common
sense and do it (drinking) respectfully," Dennison said.
While athletes are encouraged
not to drink, it would be unrealistic
to assume none of them do so,
Dennison said.
"I think drinking is pretty wide~pread, and that's not a good thing
... but it's reality.'' Dennison said.
"I think you are going to have alcohol on a college campus."

Robertson said males tend to
drink more because they see binge
drinking in a positive light.
"Some people will drink to get
confidence: it's this image that it's
the macho thing to do," Robertson
said.
According to the study. freshmen
have a greater tendency to drink
during the first few weeks at college.
'They are out of their parental
control." Robertson said. "This is
the fina time for many that they've
been on their own; it's a chance to
try new things. Freshmen year is
kind of an experimenting year."
To curtai l freshmen drinking.
students are expoc;ed to cautionary
messages in their freshman orientation classes. and skits such as
"Realities on Campus" are performed, Robertson said.
While these groups are cited in
the report. University President F.
King Alexander said athletes and
Greeks are not solely responsible
for incidents involving alcohol.
Said Alexander: ''( think that off.
campus people are potentials,
probably more than on-campus.
but I don't believe that athletes or
Greeks are particularly to blame
for the figures that are reported in
this study."

Rob Brown/The News

University administrator tO conclude extensive career
BY TtM SINIARD
STAFF WRITER

Concluding a career spanning
from student to one of the top
administrators at Murray State.
Roger Reichmuth's association
with the University has ranged
from serving as the first drill master for Murray State's marching
band to, most recently, the director of development for the Office
of Development and Alumni
affairs.
"I am looking forward to a
future that is wide open. and 1 am
excited at the opportunities that
lie ahead,'' said Reichmuth. who
will retire from Murray State on
July I.
After graduating from Murray
State, Reichmuth served as band

director at Paducah Tilghman
High School for nine years and
also took time off from hi., teaching duties to earn a MME and
Ed.D from tlie University of lllinois.
He returned to Murray State to
take over as band director and
music education instructor for
several years before his appointment to chair of the department of
music in 1977. From 1990 to
1997. Reichmuth served as assistant dean and interim dean for the
College of Humanities and Fine
Arts.
Although his appointment to
d1rector of development for Murray State wao; a departure from his
previous work at the University,
Reichmuth said the directorship's
responsibilities were :;imilar to his

previous positions.
muth said.
"In the past, the state provided
"As a band director. I was
always involved in raising money all the money required for conand was familiar with the struction of new buildings, but
process," Reichmuth said.
now they will only provide money
The major responsibility of the for construction of the shell of a
director of development is to lead new building." Reichmuth said.
efforts concerning external fund "Now we must raise money
raising. Reichmuth said he is through donations to furnish those
heavily involved in the "cultiva- buildings with equipment such as
tion of alumni and friends who can computers.
contribute to funding that is neces"Most people think that all the
sary for growth here at Murray money needed for construction
State."
and other projects at the UniversiIn addition, the University also ty is provided by tax dollars. and
approaches corporate entities for our mission is to let them know
possible donations.
that that is not the case," Reich"The main source of funding for muth said.
the University was from the state.
Reichmuth said the process of
but since the 1970s that has shift- reaching out to contributors has
ed from total state funding to yielded internships as well as
assisted state funding," Reich- • funding for chair positions at

Murray State. The outreach has
also led to increased involvement
of alumni at the University.
Reichmuth said many alumni
have returned to give lectures, and
students benefited from the
knowledge and experience that
they shared.
Leigh Perry, associate director
with the Office of Development
and Alumni Affair.s. worked
closely with Reichmuth and said
his retirement is a great loss for
the University.
"He is known as Mr. Murray
State because of his high profile
and many years of valuable service,'' Perry said. "We will miss
him a great deal."
Perry said working with Reichmuth is rewarding. and he is
a lways generous with praise.

"I was employed in the corporate world before coming here to
Murray State, and l appreciate
how he has always ensured that
employees u.re given recognition
for their hard work.'' Perry said.
"You generally don't receive
much praise from supervisors in
the private sector."
Reichmuth said he is looking
forward to devoting more time to
musical endeavors. He is a member of Grumpy Old Men. a band
that performs music from the
1930s and 1940s. The group consists of musicians who play piano,
bass and drums, with Reichmuth
on saxophone as well as vocals.
Reichmuth also performs with the
Alumni Dixieland All-Star Band,
which can be seen and heard at
various Murray State events.
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Murray State's Student Government Association is using student
surveys in plans to build the new
Wellness Center.
On ApriJ 3. SGA conducted student surveys in Faculty Halt the Curris Center, the Bu~iness Building, the
Thoroughbred Room and Winslow
Cafeteria. Residential College senators were also dispatched to their
respective colleges to administer the
surveys.
SGA used the surveys to determine
what amenities ~tudents wanted
included in the new Wellness Center.
The surveys reached 152 freshmen,
112 sophomore~. 87 juniors, 71
seniors and live graduate students.
SGA President Nik.IJ Key said the
numbers were sufficient to use as a
guide in the planning of the building.
'The committee and I felt that
since we had such a good rumout and
wide range of students from across

this il. the data we're going on," Key
said.
Key added that although that survey will serve as the basis for much
of the planning, students are still
encouraged to submit suggestions or
complaints to SGA as soon as possible.
"It's very important that if students
want to see something else in the
facility or don't like the design that
they need to let me know now." Key
said. "After next Friday (April 26),
tbe list of amenities the students
ranked are going to the architects."
Construction on the building is
expected to begin in January 2003
and is scheduled for completion in
January 2004.
Cunis Center Director Jim Baurer
!>aid the architects have already
begun planning.
"lbey've been given the student
survey results, and next week they'll
be meeting with Facilities Management and the planning committee to

costs," Baurer said. "We'U look at
the availability of money and see
how that fits in with what the students requested."
Key said although there have been
some complaints about the necessiry
of the Wellness Center, a majority of
students have expressed a desire for
the building. She said fitness centers
at other universities in the region are
better equipped and maintained than
the one in the Cunis Center, and that
those other schools use their fitness
centers as recruitment and retention
tools.
The Wellness Center will operate
under an 10-card system, most probably using a Racercard to gain access
to the building, Key said.
"Not only is the Wellness Center
something our students have said
they want time and time again over
the last year and a half. but it will be
a good recruiting tool as well," Key
said. 'This will be a wonderful facility for the students."

UT Knoxville elects Speaker
Murray State alunuia ·
BY ADAM

L MATHIS

STAfF WRITER

BY TIM SINIARD

versity had in the past," said
Charles Hulick:, educarion standanh l.ISSOCiate profe.~~ a1 Murray
State. "She was a hard worker who
was very con<;eientious. and 1 am
not surpriSed that she has a career in
education because .she enjoyed
working in an educational environment.'"
A~ director of the commission.
Cole wa:; in~trumental in developing a Web site that linked Tenne~see state colleges and universities. ln addition, she planned and
implemented a network-based technology program for THEC in 1998.
Prior to Cole's position with
l'HEC, she served as assistant to the
president at Murray Stare from
1983-1987. She also has worked
with the Kentucky and Louisiana
departments of higher education
and brings to the University ofTenn~'-\CC an array of experience in
educational issues and operations.
Originally from Paris. Tenn.•
Cole received her bachelor's and
ma.~ter's degree from Murray State
und earned her doctorate of philosophy in higher educatioll adniliusr.rution and finance from Southern
Illinois University.

STAFF WRITER

Cathy Cole, the first female Student Govemmem Association president elected in 1975 at Murray
State and current deputy executive
director of th~: Tenne.~see Higher
&lucation Commission. will
become the executive assistant to
John Shumaker. Shumaker wa:;
recently tupped as the nellt president of the University ofTennessee.
ln a press relea.'ie from the Uni·
versity of Tennessee, Shumaker
said of Cole: "She bring:; knowledge ofTennesSI.'C higher education
and has a depth of experiences in
uni••ersity administration and
state\ltide governance."
Cole has been affiliated with the
Tennessee Higher Education Commission ~ince 1987. While at the
commission. she w:ts in\'olved in
the selection process that led ro the
appointment of Shumaker ns next
president of the Univen.ity of Ten·
ne.ssce.
"I remember Cathy when she
wac; a student whO worked as an
assistant director of Hess Hall,
which wa.'\ a position that the uni-

Facts and misconceptions
about Islam were shared by
Abdulhakeem Musleh, an
Imam (prayer leader), on
Wednesday in the Curris Center theater.
Musleh addressed issues
involving Islam, including
views after Sep. II.
The distinction made at the
beginning of the lecture was
that the subject was not about
Muslims, but about [slam,
Musleh said.
"Let's try to separate the
individuals from the faith ... in
this 1-hort time allowed, to try to
separate Muslims as people of
the faith of Islam and Islam the
faith of those who are Musums," Musleh said.
After establishing his topic,
Musleh continued by saying
Islam is a religion of peace.
''That's what lslam is all
about, peace with God: then,
peace with your own self: then,
peace with your family; then,
peace with your conununily or
nation; then, peace within the
world.'' Musleh said.
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said. "Unable to get a regular
increase, we couldn't pay for what
we were getting."
The libraries pay for periodicals
in advance. Sellers will often then
later furnish a secondary invoice,
raising periodical prices because of
innation. The net effect is additional expenses on the side of the
libraries.
Winfield Rose, professor of polit·
ical science and legaJ studies. said
the situation with periodicals is tragic. It will become more difficulL for
the students and the faculty to conduct proper research (with the cuts).
"We are an institution of higher
learning, and we should concentrate
on academics," Rose said. "We cannot afford to freeze book orders."
Harmon anticipates an increase in
interlibrary loans as a result of the
cuts. However, interlibrary loans
may not satisfy the needs of students and faculty, as it is prohibited
to request materiaJs from one jour-

BY RUSTAM U SMANOV
CoNTRIBUTING WRITER

University Libraries recently terminated subscriptions to 228 periodicals and 58 monographic series,
cutting back $150,000 from spending.
The main reason for the cutbacks
was a budget deficit triggered by
inflation accumulation.
The list of the periodicals to be
eliminated was recommended by
the academic colleges. Faculty were
involved in identifying items least
used by instructors and students.
Proportionally, the College of Science cut back: the most periodicals
(25 percent), Dean of Libraries Coy
Harmon said.
Even though the libraries' vacant
positions are generating additional
funds, they are not sufficient to
cover the deficit.
"We have not had a budget
increase for a few years," Harmon

nal more than five times a year.
"Faculty have to be aware, as they
make assignments, that we won't
have recent issues of some periodicals," Harmon said. "They should
also be aware of on-line material."
In the 200 1-2002 academic year,
University Libraries added 3,705
book titles and 2,666 periodicaJ volumes. Last year, a total of 21.246
items was added. The University is
presently spending more than
$200,000 each year on acquisitions,
and the libraries are still subscribed
to 2,124 periodicals and have 174
standing orders.
If University Libraries does not
have a fund increase, it will either
have to take money from positions
or eliminate additional orders, Harmon said. He added there has been
no evidence for a budget increase in
the near future.
"It is a difficult situation for the
whole campus," Harmon said. "We
didn't have a choice.''

addresses Islam misconceptions
"So by submitting yourself to
the teachings of Islam, it's talking about peace in these five
aspects."
Historically, Islam was a
religion of justice in the countries that were under Muslim
control, citing that Ali. cousin
to the prophet Mohammed. was
brought to trial by a Jewish
man, Musleh said.
"It is a religion of freedom
with all the word means,"
Musleh said.
Also, Islam is a religion that
does not involve terrorism, and
does not recognize the concept.
Musleh said.
"It should not be called terrorism: it should be called murder.'' Musleh said.
Musleh said people should
learn about lslam, not from the
media. but from texts about the
faith.
"The media is not a source of
knowledge," Musleh said. "We
Chandra field/The News
are on a University. You don't
take the media as a source of Abdulhakeem MuSieh, an Imam, discusses misconcepknowledge ... you're asked to tions about Islam at a lecture in the Curris Center.
make your researches by going from the perspective of Mus- spective; that is not fair,"
back to the library."
lims.
Musleh said. "If I want to read
To study Islam, Musleh said
"1 will not read about Chris- about Christianity, I'U go back
people should read about it tianity from a Muslim's per- to the authors and writers about

Christianity of the same faith."
Musleh said one of the misconceptions about Islam is the
word jihad, which does not
mean holy war. Holy war is a
phrase not found in the Koran.
"See. you didn't know that
because we are all students of a
media that's anti, that just hates
Muslims because they're Muslims, regardless of how good or
bad they are," Musleh said.
Musleh said. in closing, that
Muslims do not even have the
materials to wage war.
"One point five billion (Mus·
lims) don't have one tenth the
weapons that the U.S. has,"
Musleh said.
Racaan Mandeel, a senior
from Sudan, found Musleh's
presentation to be informative.
"Very informative, and he
tried to use fairness in all
aspects of his speech," Mandee! said
Clint Diggs, a freshman from
Paris. Tenn. said Musleh's
speech did not address all of the
issues.
Said Diggs: "He tried to
change people's view of lslam
but did not deal with the questions about the Islamic text."
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'Staging Shakespeare' kicks off weeklong festival
sance.
"The Renaissance was more
than art, politics and literature,"
Edminster said. " There were a
variety of things going on economically, agriculturally, scientifically. that make up what we consider to be the Renaissance."
Edminster said the Shakespeare
Festival, which is included in the
se ries, is a celebration of the
anniversary of both Shakespeare' s
birth and death, which is on Tuesday.

BY TAYLO R M ARI E EWING

AsstSTANT News EDITOR
The final lecture of the Renaissance Enrichment Series, "Staging Shakespeare, •· also helped
kick off the weeklong Shakespeare Festival Tuesday.
Warren Edminster, who helped
organize both the Renaissance
Enrichment Series and the Shakespeare Festival, said the series is
intended to give students a more
well-rounded view of the Renais-

fn "Staging Shakespeare," English professor Ted Brown spoke to
an audience of students and fac ul ·
ty about how Shakespeare's plays
were performed when they were
written.
Brown said there are many misconceptions today about Shakespeare. He said Shakespeare was
interested in the entertainment
and business aspect of playwril·
in g.
''Shakespeare has unfortunately
gotten the reputation with many

people of being this distant intellectual, cut off from ordinary people, writing only for a sophisticated cultural elite," Brown said.
" Nothing could be farther from
the truth. Shakespeare wrote for
everybody in his time, and he stiU
has something to say to us much,
much later."
Brown said Shakespeare' s plays
were one of the few places social
classes mixed during the Renaissance.
" Plays were popular entenain-

ment at the time. This is what
people did for fun. Their choices
for popular entertainment were
bear baiting, cock fights. public
executions and plays." Brown
said. "The plays were the most
interesting and the least brutal.
This was the film and television
of its time."
Brown said there are many discrepancies in Shakespeare's
plays, therefore their meaning is
often up for interpretation.
Edminster said the Enrichment

Series will continue next year,
focusing on the 1850 to 1950 time
period.
" We're going to do a different
major time period each year and
present different viewpoints from
each," Edminster said.
Edminster said the Shakespeare
Festival will continue this week
with Murray State's production of
..Much Ado About Nothing," several performances from a professional Shakespeare company and
a concert of Shakespearean songs.

Alliance travels to Louisville for 'Come Together Kentucky'
"All Together Now 2002."
The conference included workshops :.uch
as "Storyteller:.," where participants
recounted personal experiences and discussed myths and ~tereotypes. Other workshops included "Beyond the Closet Door,"
"Diversity Within" and "Organization
Building." There also was a workshop on
HIV and AIDS prevention.
After the workshops Saturday, comedienne Margaret Cho delivered some comments to conference participants. then all

BY SEVERO AVILA

STAFF WRITER
Murray State· s Alliance traveled to the
University of Louisville to participate in
"Come Together Kentucky" from April 1214. and in the process the 13 Murray State
representatives secured the right to host the
2003 conference
The theme for the annual collegiate conference for gay, lesbian, bisexual and transgender groups in the state of Kentucky was

the participants were invited to Cho's standup performance at the Kentucky Center for
the Arts.
On Sunday. executive members from participating schools met to decide the location
of the 2003 conference.
Alliance president Michelle Barber and
vice president Oanielle Walsh represented
Murray State in the bid for next year's conference. T ransylvania University, Berea,
Eastern Kentucky University and Murray
State all presented bids for the next confer-

ence.
Barber said she learned a great deal from
the workshops.
''I thought there were a lot of workshops
to choose from," Barber said. " I stuck to
the o rganization building track, and I
learned how to handle conflict within the
group, how to improve our planning of
events and how to get everyone better
acquainted within the group.
"We've been trying for a long time to get
it (the conference) so we're very excited

that we got it," Barber added. "We know
that we can do an absolutely ste llar job with

it."
Walsh said she enjoyed the atmosphere of
the conference and was excited about Murray State's win.
"It's j ust really nice to be in a group
where you're not the minority," Walsh said.
"About getting the bid, a lot of people think
we won' t be able to pull it off because Murray is such a small town, but we're going to
prove that we can do a really good job."
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Shuttle Service Available

BREAST AUGMENTATION
DOESN'T HAVE To BE OBVIOUS.
dvances in breast implant technology hav~

A
made brrut augmentation an increasingly
popular choice among women of all ages who

Russell W. Boyd, M .D.

ON AN ORDER OF YOUR CHOICE!

O.JANTTTYAlGtmi AC..'-fJWEO

Competitive Pricing

Now you can have the confidence that comes
with knowing you look your very best.
Summer's coming, call today to schedule vour
free con~ultation.
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Dr. Boyd will work cl06ely with you to help you
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implants best suited to match your body type.
The!;e breast implants are filled with salt water
(saline) similar to the fluid found in our bodiL'S.
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Service Hours M -F 7 : 30-5:00

desire more attractive brea~ts. Breast implants
can give you immediate, notic!!able, figure·
enhancing results- whether you want a new
"look•, or simply to regain a more youthful
brea$t shape and appearance.
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A Celebration of Student Research, Scholarship,
and Creative Work • April 22-26, 2002
Welcome to Murray State University's first annual Scholars' week Celebration. As one of this nation's premier
comprehensive universities Murray State is committed to providing high quality scholarly teaching and research
opportunities to our students.
Throughout the year our students work closely with excellent faculty from an array of academic disciplines to
develop and foster new research. This kind of scholarly collaboration between students and faculty produces
new knowledge that can shape the ,career paths of our students while also impacting the social and economic
development of our cities, counties, and states.
This year I am pleased to see the number of students who are participating in our first annual Scholars' Week
event, and I look forward to watching this event grow in the years to come. I i.nvite not only members of the
Murray State family to attend Scholars' Week, but I would also encourage people from the Murray community
to come and see how our students might some day impact our world.
•

F. King Alexander
President, Murray state university
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Wednesday, April 24 · Curris Center

Monday, April 22 • Curris Center

!

'

oral sessions

Poster session

Poster session

session 1 - Art, Art, and History
Ohio Room
Session Chair: Dr. Zbynek Smetana
1 p.m. - 2:15 p.m.

session 1 - Nursing
Mississippi Room
2 p.m. - 4 p.m.

session 1 - General Session
small Ballroom
9 a.m.- 11:30 a.m.

senior Art Exhibit

student Presenter/Faculty Mentor
President's scholan' week Luncheon

Session 2 - Science and Mathematics
Barkley Room
Session Chair: Dr. james R. Cox
2:30 p.m. - 4 p.m.

-

1

~

~=-=-~~

~

~__..,..._,.-~--

_

_...., ....

-~

April15-28
curris center 1st Floor
Amanda Kemp

---

..

~

~

-- ---

Large Ballroom
Presiding: Dr. john Mateja
11:30 a.m. - 1 p.m.
President's Welcome:
Dr. F. King Alexander

-

Recognition of:
• MSU Alumni Association Distinguished Researcher Award
Recipient, Presenter: Dr. F. King Alexander
• Sigma Xi Award Recipients, Presenter: Dr. Haluk Cetin
• Technology Cup Graduate Winner, Presenter: Ms. Linda Miller
• Technology cup Undergraduate Finalists,
Presenter: Ms. Linda Miller
• URSA Grant Recipients, Presenter: Dr. john Mateja
• NCUR Travel Recipients, Presenter: Dr. john Mateja
• Best Student Essays, Presenter: Dr. William Foreman

Tuesday, April 23 • Curris Center ,
I

oral sessions
Session 1 -Psychology, History,
Nursing, and Education
Ohio Room
session Chairs: Dr. Marcia Hobbs
Dr. joy Navan
12:~0 p.m. - 2 p.m.
Session 2 - C-RUJ Research
Symposium
Barkley Room
Session Chair: Dr. Howard Whitman
1 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Session 3 - Sociology and
Economics
Ohio Room
session Chair: Dr. james McCoy
2:15p.m. - 3 p.m.
Session 4 - Modern Languages
Barkley Room
session Chair: Dr. janice Morgan
3:30 p.m. - 5:30 p.m.
Session 5 -Sharing Tomorrow:
Globalizing MSU
Ohio Room
Session Chair: Dr. Michael Basile
3:30 p.m. - 5:30 p.m.

Poster sessions
Session 1 - Sigma Xi Poster
competition
Small Ballroom
11 a.m. - 1 p.m.
session 2 - Psychology
Mississippi Room
1:30 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.

Technology cup
Undergraduate Competitfon
Freed Curd Auditorium
Industry and Technology Building
Moderator: Ms. Linda Miller
4 p.m. - 6 p.m.

Technology cup
Graduate Competition
Freed curd Auditorium
Industry and Technology
Building
Moderator: Ms. Linda Miller
4 p.m. - 6 p.m.

.

Small Ballroom
6:30 p.m. - 8:30 p.m.
Presiding: Dr. Howard
Whiteman

~

Friday, April 26

I

sigma XI Banquet

-

1

Clara M. Eagle Art Gallery · Price Doyle Fine Arts Building

OMAS Annual student Art Exhibit*
Reception 6 p.m. - 8 p.m.
*This exhibit will be open to the public from April 26 to May 1s, 2002

~--------~--

-·-.-

---------

-

April 8 - April 30
Waterfield Library Exhibit
IN PRINT: Murray State University Undergraduate
and Graduate Student Publications

\
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This Week
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•Recita lSenior
recital, 5 p.m., Perform ing Arts Hall.
Free admission.
•Play- "Much Ado
About Nothing," 7
p.m.• Robert E. Johnson Theatre. Free
with Racercard.
•Film Festival- Independent film festival,
7 to 10 p.m .• Curris
Center Theater. Free
admission.
•MSU
Concert
Choir- 8 p.m.. Performing Arts Hall.
Free admission.

MtChqeJ

\U'' ~tr

•

Photos ~Y.
·f\yAtt ()rto~~

Annual event
resurrects '80s,
big hair and all

•saturday
•Barbecue- Kappa
Alpha Psi, noon to 4
p.m., City Park, free.
•Brass Quintet- 2
p.m.,
Performing
Arts Hall. $8 per person, $ J5 combined
concert tickets.
•Play- "Much Ado
About Nothing,'' 7
p.m.• Robert E. Johnson Theatre. Free
with Racercard.
•Film
FestivalIndependent fLim festival, 7 to 10 .p.m.•
Curris Center Theater. Free admission.

• sunday
•Bible Study- 9 a.m .•
University Church of
Christ.
•Bible Study- Chi
Alpha. 9; 15 a.m.,
Elizabeth
College
back lobby.
•Play- "Much Ado
About Nothing." 2;30
· p.m., Robert E. Johnson Theatre. Free
with Racercard.
•Worship Service- 7
p.m., Murray Christian Fellowship house.

(Above) KeiU Hal~ senior from Hayti, Mo., $lngs
" Let' s H ear it for the Boys" with b a ckup from her
A lpha Omicron Pi .s iste rs.
(Left) Adam Bittel, fres hman from Utica, portrays
Guns N' Roses' Slash during '"Every Rose Has Its
Thorn," and Jeremy Edwards, junior from Kuttawa, plays backup.
(Below Left) Richa Hobbs, sophomore from
Clarksville, Lauren Jones, sophomore from
Kemesaw, Ga., and Courtney Young, sophomore
'from Prospect, perform during Sigma S igma Sigma's rendition of uThriller."

• monday
•RCA- Residential
College Association
meeting, 5 p.m .. Curris Center Barkley
Room.
•Recital- Guest artist
recital, 6:30 p.m .•
Farrell Recital Hall.
Free admission.

(Below) Mark Borum, junior from Custer, solos In
Alpha Sigma Phi's "Paradise City." The fraternity
placed first in their division.

The air in front of Lovett Auditorium. and
halfway acros<; campus, was filled with music
Wednesday evening. Sigma Alpha Iota sponsored All Campus Sing. and II groups competed in the independent. residentwl college.
fraternity and sorority divisions.
The independent division saw Alpha Delta
Chi members singing songs like "Whatta
Man" under the theme "Jam with the Lamb,'~
however, it was lhe Baptist Student Union
group Acquire that took first place with its set
of "Praise and Worship" songs "Joyful. Joyful," ''Nothing But the Blood of Jesus" and
"B lessed B~: the Name."
Hester College presented songs from
"Mama Mia!" dl!~pite some early technical
problems. The division was won by the
Springer/Franklin College duo perfor ming
acoustic guitar renditions of "Wonderfu l.
Merciful Savior" and "The Lion of Judah."
T he sorority division sponed four participants, the most in the show. Alpha Sigma
Alpha presented songs from •·coyote Ugly."
Alpha Gamma Delta presented "Gams Off
Broad way" and Sigma Sigma Sigma members sang songs by Michael Jackson. Alpha
O micron Pi won the division with a show
called " Remember When." which included
the songs ''Girls Just Wanna Have Fun" a nd
"Fame."
Sigma Phi Epsilon's "The College Experience Through TV Show Themes'' was a medley of theme songs from shows such as
"Saved By the Bell" and "The Addams Family." while Sigma Pi members sang the
J immy Buffet songs "Margaritaville'' and
"Cheeseburger in Paradise." Alpha Sigma Phi
won both its division and the Crowd A ppeal
Award with a show of the "Big Hair Band"
songs " Paradise City," "Cherry Pie," "Pour
Some S ugar On Me." "Every Rose Has Its
Thorn" a nd "You S hook Me All Night Long,"
each accompanied by the appropriate look
and sound-a -likes.

•tuesday
•CABCampus
Activities
Board
meeting, 4:30 p.m.,
Curris Center Tennessee Room.

• wednesday
•SGA- Student Government Association
Senate meeting, 5
p.m., Curris Center
Barkley Room.
•Band
ConcertSymphonic Band and
Jazz Band 11 Concert,
8 p.m.• Lovett Auditorium. Free admission.

PROFESSOR HOBO
• thursday
•Exam- ACT-R. 8
a.m.. Ordway Hall
room 206.
•Jazz Concert- 8
p.m., Lovett Auditorium. Free admissio n.
•Student Reading"Notations,"
7:30
p.m.. Clara M. Eagle
Art Gallery. Free
admission.

To post information
in the calendar phone
762-4480 or fa.'\ it to
762-3 175.

I'M $LAD YOU COULD COME OVER
TONIGHT, PROFESSOR ...

JUSTIN YOUNG AND DAVID ROTHWELL
OH, YOU KNOW HOW THURSOAY
NIGHTS ARE. IT WAS JUST THE

FRAT HOUSE NEXT

#

~DO~O:;;R:.a-::,..-,

r------------------------------~

OK, COUGAR, ONE MORE TIME ...
I THROW THE APPLE, THEN
YOU 60--

GetOut
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Zombies on campus?

• music

1. Ashanti - ''Ashanti"
2. Celine Dion - "A New Day
BY SCOTT GIBSON
Has Come"
ASSISTANT COLLEGE IJFE EDITOR
3. Tweet - "Southern Hummingbird"
Students looking for weekend
4. Various Artists - "Now 9'' plans
look no further than the
5. Various Artists - "0 Broth- MurrayneedIndependent
Filmmakers
er. Where Art Thou?'' Sound- A~sociation for LOmbies.
"cerealtrack
killing" and plenty of actton figure
Sourc:e: Associated Press

induced mayhem.
Tonight and Saturday night, MIFA
will host its third annuallilm festival
in the Curris Center Theater. John
Gibson. senior from Henderson. and
Josh Kitchens. junior from Henderson, pmthis year's festival together.
1. Changing Lanes
La~ year the fe~tival featured two
Starring Ben Affleck and feature-length movies. The festival
Samuel L. Jackson
itself lasted nearly three hours, so this
2. Panic Room
year Gibson and Kitchens have tried
Starring Jodie Foster
to shorten it to roughly two hours.
3. The Sweetest Thing
"People were in the theater for way
Starring
Cameron
Diaz, too long," Gibson )iaid. "This year it
Christina Applegate and Selma will last basically as long as a nonnal
Blair
movie would."
4.lce Age
In the pa-;t, there h:is heen a mix.Featuring the voices of Denis ture of comedy, drama and action.
Leary and John Leguizamo
This year most of the. lilms revolve
5. The Rookie
around comedy amJ parody.
Starring Dennis Quaid
"More of these pieces are comedySource: Associated Press
oriented," Gibson said. ''You don't
have to ponder \\ hy you went to see
these movies."
Two of !.he movies slated to run are
l. Nora Roberts - "The Villa'' hoth creations of Gibson and
2. Tami Hoag - "Dust to Dust'' Kitchens. The first. a stop-motion
3. Mary Higgins Clark - "On movie titled "The Good Doctor," is a
the Street Where You Live··
mix of comedy. drama, action and
4. Michael J. Fox - "Lucky love, among other things.
Man: A Memoir"
"It's funny. and it's fimshed. but I
5. Nora Roberts - 'Three can't really describe the plot," GibFates"
Source: As~ociated PrC'% :mn said. "It's full of ~elf-deprecation

.

• moVIes

• books

and there's loh of gore. At least
every three to four minutes someone
dies. And there are a lot of jokes."
Unlike their previous tilms. this
\top-motion film contains voiceovers.
"In the past, the most important
thing wa' that you had to be literate
to watch our films,'' Gibson .said.
"We had text tagged on with music
over it. They were like old Charlie
Chaplin movies, only not funny."
The second movie. titled "Night of
the Living Dead Man on Campus," is
a live-action parody of sorts. The
basic plot involves the outbreak of
zombies on Murray State's campus.
Both "The Good Doctor" and "Night
of the Living Dead Man on Campus." contain character.; named John
and Josh. played by none other than
Gib~on and Kitchens. respectively.
"We weren't really creative with
our character's names.'' Gibwn said.
"We just play characters with our
real names. And in 'Night' we actually play ourselves. It's what we
would do if zombies invaded the
campus."
John Pettit. senior from Utica, also
will show a number of his short films
ut the festival. Although he is not a
member of MIFA, Pettit has had several films in previous festivals. Each
of his films is about five minutes
long.
.
''The majority of these are made to
show at Campus Outreach meetings," Pettit said. 'There's no real
theme in any of them."
Among the movies being shown

BY SCOTT GIBSON

• web site of the week
www.dfilms.com
If you want to be a filmmaker
but don't have the funds to huy
camera equipment. then check
out this Web site and create
your own digital masterpiece.

Sheryl Crow' s fourth !>tudio
album ... C'mon, C'mon," proves
once again that all she wants to do is
have a little fun.
But what cost dO<."s her fun have
on her fans? Many long·time fan~; of
Crow may be saytng to themselves,
"Whatever happened to the real
Sheryl Crow?"
Crow seems l<l have slipped from

being a great lyricist to just another
pop music sellout. Sure, a few of the
tracks on the new album have at least
o;ome content, but for the most part
they simply Jack a musical backbone.
Crow has had her fair share of pop
hits, including ''All I Wanna Do"
and "Love is a Good Thing," but
no hing is a-; sad ao; her newest contribution. "Soak Up the Sun.'' By
interlacing a relatively good summer
beach tune with incompatible lyrics,

· So you crammed all week,
took that last test and collapsed in a tired heap in your
dorm room. Don't Jet your
weekend suffer. All you need
is semi-reliable transportation. gas money and the sheer.
unadulterated will to have a
good time ...

• around town
Intramural Complex - Stay
• on campus and check out a
great concert when Jet
Lawrence performs at 6
tonight. Tickets are $2 .

•1hour drive

Karn

Wurth/Tht! News

John Gibson, senior from Henderson, and Josh Kitchens, junior from
Henderson, display figures created for their stop-motion movie, "The
Good Doctor." The figures were constructed from Modell\lagic.
are a spoof of a car commercial, a
~hort about an accident-prone man
and a Gennan polka. Each movie is
live-action and wa'> either tilmed on
campus or around Murray.
Another tilm to be shown is by
Brandon Smith, junior from
Louisville. The film is a parody of
the hit thriller ··se7en." Titled "8te:·
the tilm centers around Detectives
Mills and Quaker who arc trying to

capture a "cereal" killer.
The fe:-otival will begin at 7 both
nights and should last no longer than
two hours.
"I'd like to think it's something
fun to do on a Friday or Saturday
night," Gibson .said. "It':. free. and
you get to see what some people
from Murray have done. I hope in the
future there'!> more student involvement."

Crow loses dignity with 'C'mon'
ASSISTANT COLLEGE lifE fDITO~

Road Trip

Crow has shown she is devoid of any
musical sense she once had.
True, she has shaken herself of her
previous, sullen album. ''The Globe
Ses:-oions.'' but in return her compositions have become ju~1 another batch
of song~ on the radio. There is nothing on this album that stands out as
gre<tt, which coming from Sheryl
Crow, seems a sHame.
To make it worse, not even with
help from her friends can Crow pull
off a truly memorable hit from this

album. Visitors to this album are
Don Henley, Lenny Kravitl., Liz
Phair and Natalie Maines, among
others.
While many of the songs are shal·
low, superficial and all-together artificial, Crow at least sings with dignity. Her vocals ace still a:. breathy as
they were on ''Tuesday Night Music
Club."
Still. it is annoying to think that
Crow could sell out as she seemingly hao; done. Grade: 8-

Paducah - Drive to the Kentuck"Y Oaks Mall and test your
knowledge when the "Jeopardy! Brain Bus" visits the
area. '·Jeopardy!" will accept
applications from ll a.m. to
I :30 p.m. today.

• 2 hour drive
Carbondale, 01. - If you
couldn ' t get out of class to
experience the MTV Campus
Invasion while it was here.
then head to Southern Illinois
University and check out the
repeat performance of Injected, Default and Nickel back at
7:30 tonight. Tickets are $22.

• 3hour drive (or more)
Louisville
Head to
Louisville and watch a living
legend perform when B.B.
King plays at 8 tonight at the
Louisville Palace. Tickets are
$34.50 to $42.50.

Friday, April 19
1. MSU Blue and Gold Night Progressive Pre-Auction - hosted by local
merchants, Murray Court Square, 5-6:30 pm
2. Prime Time Auction/Dinner - sponsored by MSU Alumni Association, 78:30 pm at The Bull Pen Steaks and Spirits Restaurant, downtown Murray.
Tickets $25 each. Proceeds benefit the Alumni Center buDding project at
762-3737.
3. MSU Concert Choir, Chamber Singers and University Chorale concert,
8 pm, Doyle Fine Arts Center, Performing Arts Hall, free.
4. High School Rodeo -West Kentucky Expo Center, 7:00 pm.
5. Play - "Much Ado About Nothing", 7 pm at Johnson Theatre in the Doyle
Fine Arts Center, free for MSU students with IDs.
6. Cookout - Sponsored by RCA; $2; 6 pm. Intramural field. For more
information call 762-4315.
7. Independent Film Festival - Curris Center Theatre at 7-10 pm, free.
8. Channel 99 - Look for a listing of weekend activities 24 hours per day.
Channel 99 is only carried on campus.

Sunday, April 21
1. Wind Ensemble Alumni Concert, 2pm, Lovett Auditorium.

2. High School Rodeo - West J{entucky Expo Center, l :00 performance.
3. Play - "Much Ado About Nothing", 2:30 pm at Johnson Theatre in the Doyle
nne Arts Center, free for MSU students with IDs.
4. Channel 99 • Look for a listing of weekend activities 24 hours per day.
Channel 99 is only carried on campus.
For information on weekend programs, call 762-5547 or check out the
SGA website and Racer Net.

Saturday, April 20
1. Blue and Gold Scrimmage, football game, 10 am, Roy
Stewart Stadium.
2. American Brass Quintet Master Class, 2 pm Doyle Fine Arts
Center, Perfoiming Arts Hall. Tickets are $8 per person, or
$15 for combined concert tickets. For more information,
call the Depart. of Music @ 762-4288.
3. American Brass Quintet Concert, 8 pm, Lovett Auditorium.
Tickets $12 each/$15 combined with American Brass
Quintet Master Class. For more information, call the Dept.
of Music @ 762-4288.
, 4. High School Rodeo - West Kentucky Expo Center, 2 pm and
7 pm performances.
5. Mud hall - Sponsored by RCA; behind Winslow; call 762-4315
for more information.
6. Kappa Alpha Psi - 12-4 pm BBQ at city park; 9pm, Kappa
Ball at Kenlake Hotel, $7 single, $12 couple.
7. Play -"Much Ado About Nothing", 7 pm at Johnson Theatre
in the Doyle Fine Arts Center, free for MSU students with
IDs.
8. Independent FUm Festival - Curris Center Theatre at 7-10
pm, free.
9. MSU Rugby Came - 1 pm, Intramural Field.
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Starsailor, Music Expo
kick off .MTV's InVasion
BY EMILY B LACK
COLLEGE LitE EDITOR

Although the main event in the
MTV Campus Invasion Tour did not
take place until late Thursday
evening. students were able to get an
early taste of the activities from noon
to 5 p.m. at the MTV Interactive
Music Expo.
''Everything is going good," said
Billy Hansen, Student Government
Association vice president. "'We've
had a pretty good turnout ."
The Interactive Music Expo took
place at the Intrarnuml Complex and
gave students a chance to experience
new music and different MTV dis-

plays.
The Interactive Music Expo featured displays such as the Interactive
Tunnel, Hang With Ozzy. New
Music and Technology. Experience
Music Project, PCDJ and Rip It On
Stage.
The Interactive Tunnel was a tent
fitted with computers that allowed
visitors to listen to new music from
such groups as Jettingham. Badly
Drawn Boy. Radiohead and Perry
Ferrell. Students also were able to
mix songs with graphics at the Interactive Tunnel.
Hang With Ozzy was an activity
for students who have always
dreamed of performing with Ozzy

Osbourne. Through blue-screen tech- chain; Earshot, The Vines and
nology. students were able to partici- OKGO stickers; and The Vines,
pate in a mock audition with OKGO and TVT Quick Review COs.
Osbourne and take a tape of that Students could also sign up for a conaudition home.
test to win a Nintendo Game Cube
"It's all been fun," said Trina and enter a sweepstake~ for a Jeep
Todd, senior from Leroy, nt. "But Liberty Sport.
being able to embarrass yourself in
Music was provided throughout the
front of everyone with the Hang With Interactive Music Expo by OJ Radar.
Ozzy tent wa" the best."
In addition, students had the
The New Music and Technology opportunity attend a free concert
tent allowed students to listen to new before Injected. Default and Nickelmusic from up-and-coming artists back took the main stage at the
such as Hoobastank. The Chemical Regional Special Events Center. The
Brothers, Adema, Ludacris, Base- band Starsailor performed at 6:30
ment Jaxx, Ed Harcourt and The Beta p.m. on the concourse in front of
Band.
RSEC.
The Experience Music Project and
Starsailor is an up-and-coming
PCDJ tents gave students the oppor- band from England touring to suptunity to become disc jockeys for a port its American debut, "Love Is
day and learn to mix their own songs Here."
Wi\h the help of MT V roadies.
Starsailor is comprised of drummer
The Rip It On Stage tent let stu- Ben Bryne, bassist James "Stel"
dents take the stage and perform like Stelfox, li.eyboardist Barry Westhead
a rock star for one song. MTV sup- and guitarist and vocalist James
plied students with a microphone, Wal!>h.
guitar and drumsticks and let them
Hansen said everything at this
chose from more than I 00 songs on year's MTV Campus Invasion Tour
the interactive "Music Playground." went smoothly.
Visitors also received a photo of their
"We had the quickest load in that
performance and a concert CD of we have ever had." Hansen said.
their song.
"Everything was running about two
"'We've had a lot of people doing and a half hours ahead of time.
karaoke today," Hansen said. "It Everything has been awesome: ·
.started off kind of slow. but more
The next stop on the MTV Campus
people have been getting into it."
Invasion Tour will be at 7:30 tonight
Visitors to the Interactive Music at Southern Illinois University in
Expo also received a bag of gift Carbondale. Tickets are $22.
items containing IceBreakers gum;
For more information on the MTV
Herbal Essences shampoo and condi- Campus
Invasion,
go
to
tioner; a dry-erase board; a Jeep key www.mtv.com .

•

Photos by Chandra Field
(Top) James Walsh, guitarist and vocalist for Starsallor, performs with
the band during its concert outside the Regional Special Events Center.
(Left) Roderick Hall, sophomore from Newport, and Reggie Sbaw, sophomore from Paducah, perform "Papa's Got A Brand New Bag., at the
MTV Interactive Music Expo on Thursday.

Get Your

FREE FULL SPINAL EXAMINATION

NO OBLIGATION • NOTHING TO PAY
AND OUT NOW whether careful, professional chiropractic core con relieve your aches
and pains. This examination normally costs $30.00 or more. II will include a chiropractic
orthopedic lest, a chiroproctic neurological test, a blood pressure lest, o spinal alignment
check, on examination for restricted or excess motion in the spine, a lest for muscle
strength and a private consultation with the dodor to discuss the results.

Better Ingredients.
Better Pizza.

FREE.

ATO Good Luck on selling
Papa John's coupon booklets,
a fundraiser for non-profit
organizations.

DtSCIAIMU OUt OHICf POliCY PROT£CIS YOU "lH£ PAlltllll AND mY OTHER PERSON RESPONSIBlE FOI PAYMENT liAS A f!Gtil
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I CALL for your FREE appointment NOW! I

treat....._ ....

CALL NOW. BAING THIS
COUPON WITH YOU.
OFFER EXPIRES 5/31102
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HESKETT CHIROPRACTIC CENTER, INC.
11o3 Hwy. 121 N. aypass
Murra~, KY 42071 .

759_1116

Are you suffering from slress1 headaches, bock or neck pains? Come see what a BIG
d1fference a small odjustmenl con make. We wont you to perform at your 100% optimol health

VALUE

VIDEO GOLD
(B~hi.,cl

• THOUSANDS OF DVDs & VIDEO GAMES •
• RENT ANY 3 ITEMS FOR 2 DAYS FOR $7.95 •
• HUNDREDS OF VHS FOR SALE •
• BUY ANY 2 VHS AND GET ONE FOR FREE •
• WE SELL USED DVDs & GAMES •

M1GH1Y MeLTS
51ARIJNG AI

£V€.RY

1-tc:.rcl~~=s)

IWI!iU T.A.NNIN& !iPEI:I.A.L
JuE5DAY

. CoNeY DoGs
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Au AMERICAN FooD. .

/O'Io oFF V.IJIH

MSu S-ruDeNI ID

Murray, 801 Paramount Drive
Mayfield, 1210 Paris Road

15 VISITS ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $30
1 MONTH UNLIMITED ••••••••••••••••••••• $30
25o/o DISCOUNT ON ALL LOTIONS
OPEN LATE 365 DAYS A YEAR TAN TIL' 9:30

759-4944
1206 CHESTNUT ST. • MURRAY
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Shakespeare's 'Nothing' comes to Murray
BY K YSER LOUGH
STAFF WRITER

Who can sit
through two hours of
nothing?
Many will as the
Murray State theater
and dance department presents "Much
Ado Aboul Nothing'"
by William Shakespeare.
The play, a
ROBERT
romantil.: cmm:dy set
VALENTINE
in llaly, details the
romantic misadventures of a variety of characters.
"Much Ado About Nothing'' is being
performed as a Shakespearean period
piece. something that has not been done nt
Murray State in a long time.
"In recent years, Shakespeare has been
staged in different time periods such as the
Civil War," Director Robert Valentme
said. "This play will be done in period so
MSU students can see Shakespeare done
a'i Shakespeare would have done it."
Performing the play in period includes
wearing Elitabethan costumes, incorporating original set designs and presenting
lines from the original text of the play.
"Even though we arc speaking in period.
it should be totally under~tandable," said
Toby S. Pruett, senior from Maylield. who
appears courtesy of the Actor's Equity
As~ociation. Pruett portrays the charncter
Benedick.
The play should not be hard to undersuutd, even though It i' spoken in period.
Valentine suid.
. 'The key to the audience understanding

the play is making sure that the actors
understand," Valentine said.
ln order to make sure the actors fully
understood their lines. a literary supervisor
was added to the production staff to help
actors understand the exact meaning of the
words. Al l of this preparation did not happen overnight; the cast has spent weeks
studying.
Valentine said this is the first time the
theater department has worked di recUy
with the humanities and English departments.
'This is what students are learning right
now," Valentine said. "It has created a lot
of intere-.t and allowed the acton. to learn."
Preparation for construction of the set
also was highly researched. The stage
designer, Matthew Hatton, senior from
Georgetown, studied period architecture
and constructed a garden scene that is used
during the entire play.
Pruett said preparing for the show ha~
not been an easy task.
"The hardest part of doing th is play has
been finding time to get my assignments
done," Pruett said. "Practice has been very
Intense, almost every night for the last six
weeks."
A large part of the play ta.kes place in the
background with smnll, less-noticuble
things. Valentine said.
"The play •s all about taking note of
things, paying attention to liule details,"
Valentine said.
··Much Ado About Nothing" opened
Wednesday and will run until Sunday. The
play will :-how tonight and Saturday at 7
p.m. and Sumlay at 2 p.m. in the Robert E.
John:..on Tht!atre. Admis..ion i~ free to
Murray State students with a valid student
I. D.

Jenny Ha

Jessica Reagan, senior from Caldwell County; Jeni Parmer, freshman from Munford, Tenn.; Jacob York, sophomore
from Benton; and Eric E,·ans, junior from Carlyle, Ul., perform a scene from tbe play " Much Ado About Nothing."

Kappa Alpha Psi celebrates campus anniversary
BY EMILY BLACK
COLLEGE LIFE EDITOR

This weekend will be considered more than just
an average break for at least one campus organ ization.
On April 19- 21, Kuppa Alpha Psi will cel ebr~te
its 30-year anniversary at Murray S tate.
"It is a great accomplishment. just coming up
from being so small to having over 120 members
through Murray State's campus alone," said
Jonathan Zellner. senior from RopkinsYHie.... '· J r'~ a

~

,_

I

~

I

pretty great feeling."
Zellner said Kappa Alpha Psi is currently the second-largest black. fraternity at Murray State, and it
was the second black fraternity founded at Murray
State.
Zell ner said Kappa Alpha Psi W<IS founded on
Murray State's camp us on Apri18, 1972, by a group
known as " the migh ty 22."
''The mighty 22 were 22 students who came
togelher," Zellner said. 'They are avid supporters
of this chapter, and many will be here with us this
weekend.''
According to knppaalphapsi.com. the fraternity
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305 }J. 12th • University Square
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Mon. ·Thurs.
8 a.m.-10 P.m.
Ai. Be Sat.
8 a.m.· 9 P.m.

812 Whltnell Drive
Murray

753-3333

LOOKING FOR .A SUDER JOB?
Want to stay in M1UT&y?
Enjoy 'WO..king with kids?

Weekends off!
Then Caanp WOW is fo .. yoa!

Just received new shipment of quilted keepers,
totes, back-packs & organizers. Lots of
patterns to choose from.

ftt4'f '"Be 'PJ'eomwt.'
Call 7 5 3·t1700

Chi\d Coart. 'bpuia\i6t Food ~rviu VU&Onn.l,
£nvironmtnta\i6t. Te.nni6 ln6truc.tor. d'la\\u.ga l.ourM/
12!4pK l.ourM 'Sptda\i&t. tz,it\e. lnfltnac.tor, Voo\ Dirutor
.. ~- and t:.MT/t\e.a\t\1 t:.are.l.oordinator.
Some benefits you will receive as an
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For more information can 270-753-4382 and
ask for Colleen "Dinker" Anderson or visit our
website at www.campwow.net for application
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WANTED - GO FOR THE GOLD
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The Life House
1506

Chestnut Street
www.I.Bousc.org

Kentucky Army National Gu ard is accepting
applications for Officer Candid ate Progr ams.
This includes Direct Commission ,
ROTC /Simultaneous Membership Program
and Office Candidate Sch ool.
BENEFITS INCLUDE-COLLEGE TUITION
ASSISTANCE. in addition to th e Army College
Fund and the Montgomery GI Bill.

Tue- Sat
Across from Bradley Bool<store
Walk-ins Welcome

804 chestnut st.· 753·6656
Mon.-Thurs. t t a.m.-9 p.m.

Fri., sac., sun. t t a.m.-to p.m.
Delivery after 4 p.m.
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Zellner said Kappa Alpha Psi will hold an invitation-only banquet and party tonight. On Saturday,
the fraternity will ho.;t a barbecue at Murray City
Park from noon to 4 p.m. The barbecue wi ll feature
a basketball game between Old School Kappa and
New School Nu p. Kappa Alph a Psi a lso will host
the Kappa Ball on Saturday at Ke nlake S tate Park.
Tickets for the Kappa Ball will be $7 for singles
and $12 for cou ples.
''We hope that everyone just comes out and celebrates this event with us:' Zellner said. "We just
want everyone to come out and enjoy this special
time.''

~------------------------------------~

[

~..,

,- ·

was founded on Jan. 5, 191 1, at Indiana University
by Elder W. Diggs, Byron K. Armstrong and e ight
other hlack students. The founders sought to raise
the sights of black collegians and stimulate them to
accompl ish ments h igher than they migh t have
imagined.
In celebration of their 30-year a nniversary at
Murray State, members of Kappa Alpha Psi will
hold events throughout Kappa week; however,
most of the activities will take place on April 19
and 20.
''We have people coming in from all over the
world to celebrate th is one purpose," Zellnet said.

Call 2nd Lieutenant Travis Carpenter @
(502) 80 3-0 966 to schedule an appointment
CALL NOW - LIMITED OPENING

... get
1Jhe
1\eys
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SGA

lS NOW ACCEPTING

APPL lCA TlONS FOR:

C h a i r Po s i t i on s 0 n I y :

hair Positions:

• Elections Ways and Means
• Publications and Public Relations
• University Affairs
• Student Services and Evaluations

• Concerts

•

Awareness
~. . . . . nd

and Lights

udicial
board

ai/Commuter

• Member

s availabl.e ...

10 Positions Available

, 1 banners,

Must be of Junior status

ALL APPLICATIONS ARE DUE BY
'

NooN
.

SGA OFFICE ON TUESDAY, APRIL

lN THE

23

Interviews:
• CAB interviews will be at 5 P. M . in the Tennessee Room of the
Curris Center on Tuesday, April 23
·• Senate Chair interviews will be Thursday, April 25 at 4 P.M . ·
• J -8 oard interviews wi II be Wednesday, May 1 at 4 P. M .

APPLICATIONS ARE AVAILABLE lN THE SGA OFFICE
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Athletes, media
should resp ect
records more

'Breds play 2,000th game

Imagine watching your favorite baseball team
playing in the ninth inning of a one-run game.
With two outs and the winning run at the plate,
you can feel the energy of the stadium shown on
television, even though it is hundreds of miles
away.
Just before the next pitch is delivered. however,
ESPN, which is covering the game, decides to cut
away to another game. As you revert to a sitting
position on the couch with your hands thrown
wildly into the air in disgust, you notice the camera focused on Dodger Stadium in Los Angeles.
It's the third inning of a scoreless game, but San
Fmncisco Giants outfielder Barry Bonds is standing in the bauer's box. With one quick short
stroke, Bonds sends the first pitch that he sees sailing into the evening sky and over the outfield
fence for his fourth home run of the season.
Yes, I said fourth.
It is merely April. and networks are already
making the effort to take part in what are known as
"in-game lool-ins." Traditionally, these look-ins
are reserved for significant at-bats or events and
uc;ed in order to allow sports fans to take part in
history by viewing a record being broken live, on
screen, regardless of a viewer's locauon.
While this has quickly become a popular and
positive addition to the national broadcasting of
sporting events, the early use of this technology in
order to view every single
Sports Talk at-bat of BaiTy Bonds is
ridiculous.
Sunday,
Tiger
Woods lapped in an easy
putt on the 18th hole to
win his third green jacket
at the Ma.~ters Tournament
in Augusta, Ga. Of the pa.~t
21 majors he has partici·
pated in. Woods has captured seven of them and is
now II major victories
short of tying arguably the
greatest golfer to ever pace
the greens. Jack Nicklaus.
Regardless of lac.kCHRIS
adaisical play and uninj UNG
spired performances in
recent rounds, Woods
"Yes, records once again "mastered" the
were made to course at Augusta and as a
result has sparked the
be broken.
argument that Augusta ha.-;
Records, how- been designed to be
in order
ever, were not "Tiger-proofed"
to allow the Masters to
made to be remain the most highly
viewed golf major on TV.
stolen."
Between the coverage of Bonds and his April
home runs and the 'Tigerproofing" of a golf course
on which Woods has won
on many times, it seems as
if people's regard for streaks and records in sports
is on the dechne.
Clac;sic performances by athletes of the yesteryear are beginning to be forgouen, and the struggles of these men and women who came before us
are being taken completely for granted by today's
modem sports fan. The pursuit of records is a timeless ideal in ~ports. and even in today's game there
are still those records thought to be untouchable.
Heel, the chase to break records is what drives
players to perfonn in most ca.ses. Athletes today
are at a totally lopsided advantage, however, in
t.em1s of schedules, contracts, stimulants and
venues compared to the athletes of the '60s, ' 70s
and '80:. who earned everything they accomplished. Baseball stadiums are smaller, the style of
profl!ssional basketball is quicker and football has
very few pure bodies left on the field.
Legends and records such as Joe DiMaggio's
56-game hitting streak, Hank Aaron's 755 career
home runs. Wilt Chamberlain's tOO points in a
single ba.~ketball game and Wayne Gretzky's 215
total points in the 1985 hockey sea.~n are all
marks that will more then likely never be broken,
yet seem to rarely eam the recognition they
deserve
Do you think Jack Nicklaus ever took two
week" off to "rest" before he played in a major
tournament? Do you think that Lou Gehrig or Cy
Young ever took a Wednesday evening off to rest
their legs or arms? Do you think Rocky Marciano
ever needed a SI0 million check flashed in front of
his face for motivation? No.
Professional athletes today are pampered. and
the path to greatness is not the grueling trail that
old-school athletes were forced to endure. Milliondollar wetght training and clubhouse facilities.
personal trainers and the need for instam gratification by the fans have changed the face of sports
today. In part. it is diminishmg the amazing
careers of yesterday's stars.
Sure. society is changing. and the style on the
field. coun or rink has made leap~ and bounds
ahead. 1 agree that change is good. and in order to
succeed people have to change with the times. But
isn't it disheartenmg to know that in another
decade. names such as the ones mentioned before
could be followed with a "who is that?" by America's youth'?
1 am one of the No. I supporters of the fact that
"records were made to be broken.'' However, I
will not sit back and applaud today' s superstars as
they nonchalandy step over the men that created
the foundation of the sport they are playing today.
Yes. records were made to be broken. Records.
however. were not made to be stolen.

Murray State began its baseball program in 1928. After 74
years and only six coaches, the
Thoroughbred' played their
2,000th game Saturday against
Eastern Kentucky.
Johnny Reagan, who was
MSU's head coach for 36 years
from 1958-93, threw one of
two ceremonial first pitches
before the first game of Saturday's doubleheader. Reagan,
who led the 'Breds to II Ohio
Valley Conference championships. was named OVC
Coach of the Year nine times
and elected to the American
Baseball Coaches Association
Hall of Fame in 1987. Reagan
said the baseball program has
made significant strides since

Chris lung is assistam sports editor}i" "The Murray State News. "

BY JUSTIN MCGILL
SPORTS EOirOR

1928.

"There· s been a lot of
progress," Reagan said. ''The
competition geJs better every
year. The players get better
every year. I'm really proud of
the program. They· ve done a
lot since I left."
University President F. King
Alexander threw the other ceremonial pitch Saturday.
"I'm glad the ball made it to
the catcher." Alexander said. " I
worried about that for a week. ·•
Head Coach Mike Tbieke
said this year's squad has been
as valuable to the community
as the teams before it.
··we' ve got great kids that do
what they're told," Thieke said.
"They're great citizens, and not
only at Murray State. When
they leave, they' re great
ambassadors for the University,
and we can •t be more proud of
that."
Thieke said the team is close
to becoming a force in the

ovc.

"We're knocking on the door
of being a perennial power in
this conference.'' Thieke said.
·•once we make a couple of
facility improvements here and
there, we're going to be the
elite-type program.''
Alexander said those facility
improvements could include
adding lights and chair-back
seating to Reagan Field, which
could be funded by donations
and season-ticket sales.
"That may generate the type
of revenue so we can put some
lights up and have night
games," Alexander said. " It
would be nice some day to have
them."
One of the program' s biggest
problems, as is the case with

Karri Wurth/ The News

Murray State President F. King Alexander a nd former Thoroughbreds Head Coach J ohnny Reagan threw the ceremonial first pitches prior to t he ' Breds' 2,000th game Saturday against Eastern Kentucky.
many universities. is funding.
The 'Breds drew 726 fans Saturday, but attendance usually
peaks between 250-300 fans.
Alexander .said television has
an impact on how much money
baseball draws.
"Baseball doesn't have the
revenue potential of other ..
sports," Alexander said. "That
drives a lot of (a university's)
desire to push football and basketball. In America, football
and basketball dominate the
revenue streams. and that has
more to do with television.
That doesn' t mean baseball is
not important. and that doesn't
mean that we're not going to
try to do some things that can
improve community a.nd alumni participation."
Alexander said baseball is as
important now as ever at MSU.
"What baseball does for us is
provide high-quality opportunities for a lot of student athletes,
and that' s what it' s been doing
since 1928," Alexander said.
"We have a high percentage of
alumni in a lot of leadership
positions and doing things in
business, indu'itry and government that played baseball here.
It provides opportunities for us

to get quality students to play a
sport that's embedded in America's past."
Thieke said Alexander's support is important to the success
of the program.
"Dr. Alexander has a tremendous responsibility to the University, not just to the athletic
department or to education."
T hieke said. "He understands
the importance of first-rate ath·
letic programs and what they
can do for the University.
That''> a tremendous asset.''
Thiek:e said he a.nd the ream
would like to see Alexander on
the field with them.
"We want him coming out to
practice," Thieke said. " I know
he's a basketball player, but
we'd like to make him a baseball player. We'd like to let him
get in the batting cage and take
a few hack:s. Being a president.
he can do all those things. and I
hope he takes advantage of it.''
Alexander. however, said
baseball was never his best
sport.
•·t was a horrendous baseball
player," Alexander said. "J
couldn't hit the ball. I had to
pick other sports to work on,
easier sports."

Lefs Play 2,000:
'Breds History
at a Glance
Record (through 2,000 games):
1,094-890·16 {.547)

Ohio Valley Conference Championships:
11

Most wins in one season:
40 (twice: 40·9 in 1975 and 1980)

'Breds who have played Major League Baseball:
Kirk Rueter, MSU pitcher (1989-91 ):
Montreal Expos (1993-96) and San Francisco Giants
(1996-present)
Jack Perconte, MSU second baseman (1973·76):
Los Angeles Dodgers (1980-81 ). Cleveland Indians
(1982-83), Seattle Mariners (1984-85) and Chicago
White Sox (1986)
Pat Jarvis, MSU pitcher (1959-60:)
Atlanta Braves (1966·72) and Montreal Expos (1973)
Carl Edgar Powis, MSU outfielder (1947-48):
Baltimore Orioles (1957)
Louis J . Rochelli, MSU second baseman (1943):
Brooklyn Dodgers {1944)
Graphic by Justin McGill/ The N ew.\

·Thoroughbreds salvage finale of EKU series
BY JUSTIN M CGILL
SPORTS EDITOR

Murray State senior shortstop Mike Voyles drove borne
the winning run in the Thoroughbreds' 8-7 win Sunday
over the Eastern Kentucky
Colonels, even though he dido 't hit the ball where he intended.
"l was trying to hit a pop fly
or something in the outfield
and stay out of a double play,"
Voyles said of his ninth-inning
at-bat.
With the bases loaded, one
out and the score tied 8-8.
Voyles hit a soft grounder
between the pitcher and second
baseman, hringing in junior
second baseman Ronnie Seets.
The 'Breds' (I 1- 18.4-5 Ohio
Valley
Conference)
win
snapped a six-game losing
streak, two of which came Saturday against EKU (9-23, 6-6
OVC) I 0-7 and 3-2.
Junior first ba).eman Brett
McCutchan wa~ pleased with
Sunday's result but displeased
with the serie::. .
"We ' re not satisfied by any
means. because we had the
series
taken
from
us."
McCutchan said. ''But we
needed to get a win, and it was
a big win ."
The ninth-inning rally was
not the only comeback the
·Breds had to make Sunday.
EKU led 3- 1 after the first
inning, but MSU tied the score
in the bottom of the second.
EKU left fielder Aaron
Williams hit a two-run

homerun in the top of the third.
but McCutchan answered in
the bottom of the mning with a
two-run shot of his own.
The Colonels regained the
lead in the fourth and held that
6-5 advantage unti l a sacrifice
fly by McCutchan in the seventh tied the score.
Eastern Kentucky scored a
run in the top of the ninth to
take a 7-6 lead. Senior left
fielder Todd Satterfield led off
the 'Breds' half of the ninth
with a walk. Seets followed
with
a
single.
which
McCutchan followed with a
single that scored Satterfield.
After a sacrifice bunt by junior
center fielder Garner Byars.
EKU walked junior catcher
Charlie Ward to load t.be bases
for Voyles' game-winning hit.
Jun1or p1tcher Gordon Dugan
(2-0), who struck out the last
two EKU batters in the ninth.
Karri Wurth/ The New~
picked up the win. Senior Murray State second baseman Ronnie Seets backs away from an inside pitch during the Thorpitche~t Mike Noonan pitched
the preceding three and two- oughbreds' 8-7 win Sunday over Eastern Kentu ck)~ Seets went 2-for-4 and scored two runs.
thirds inningl>. allowing one the 2.000th game in MSU his- "We' re not playing as well as ing the game and not \\Orrying
earned run on four bits and tory in a 3-2 loss to EKU . we thought we would as far as about wins nnd losses, we' re
Sophomore pitcher Kyle Perry wins and losses go and where going to be fin e. Right now
striking out three batters.
'Bred..,' Head Coach Mike allowed only three earned runs we're ~tanding in the confer- we're so worried about coming
Thieke said MSU's bullpen has in six innings, but the ' Breds ence. We've got to get some back and puumg together a
provided the team with a valu- offense could not generate big conference wins on the winning .<;treak that we' re not
enough runs to overtake the road."
able weapon.
playing good baseball.''
Murray State travels In Ten" It has been solid for us all Colonels.
Thieke said the 'Breds'
year, .. Thieke said. "Those two
In Saturday' s second game. effort ha!. not bec!n at fault dur- nessee-Martin for a three-game
kids (Dugan and Noonan) have EKU s~orc:d six runs in the first ing their difticult ...easun .
series this weekend . with a
really ..,tepped up and done a inning units way to a 10-7 win.
"Thb club plays hard ,'' doubleheader starting at I p.m.
good job."
Voyle' 'aid the win was Thieke said. "Thev're trving Saturday and n o;ingle game at I
Junior pitcher Craig Ring- important. but that the team with everything they h·ave~ p.m. Sunday. The 'Bred~ conwald started and pitched four needs to put together a winning .,ometimes to the point where it tinue their busy .schedule by
and two· thirds, allowing four streak:.
takes them out of playing a fun ho~ting Southern Ill inois at 3
"We know we still have a lot kind of baseball. Once we get p.m. Tuesdny and traveling
earned runs on I 0 hits.
Saturday, the •Breds played of work to do.'' Voyles ~aid. things going and get to enjoy- Wednesday to Arkansns State.
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'Brede Bulll*"
te~le Baskey

The Thoroughbreds' Bullpen
nd Stephanie
~are in this
week's Racer

SportUghl
The'Breds'
bullpen pitched 17
land a third
~and

allowed only six

earned runs la$t
iweek in four

games.
Senior Mike

Noonan, senior
Rick MCCarty,
sophomore Bart
jPeach, ~homore
GordonDu~

:and freshman

Craig Kraus combined for 12
strikeouts and
two walks during
the stretch.

'Breds fall behind earty in 10-5
loss to C-USA's Memphis ngen
Sophomore left-bander Jesse Rhoades
had a tough outing, lasting only three and
two-thirds innings Wednesday in the
Throughbreds' 10-5 loss to Memphis.
Rhoades gave up six runs. four of which
were earned, and had no strikeouts. Offensively. senior shortstop Mike Voyles was
2-for-4 with a run and an RBI, and senior
first baseman Andy Mazzier was 1-for-4 a
two-run homerun
Memphis' Michael Novarese pitched
five innings and allowed just one run in
picking up the victory. Rhoades took the
loss, dropping the lefty to 2-7 on the season. Senior catcher Brian Boeshko also
went deep with a pinch-hit homerun.

Men's tennis defeats No. 20
Women's basketbaft adds depth,
doubles team in loss at UT
signs JUCO transfer from Texas
Despite defeating the nation's No. 20

Women's basketball Head Coach Eddie
Fields, in an attempt to improve the team's
from the women's depth, has taken the junior-college route in
golf team, finished signmg point guard Jenny Bowden for the
tied for third out
2002-03 season.
of 87 participcm.ts
Bowden reigns from Lampasas. Texas.
where she averaged 4 .5 points, 2.6
jlast week in the
Lady Colonel Clas- rebounds and 5.3 assists per game for
Mclennan Community College. Bowden
sic.
also
sports a 3.31 assisHo-r:umover ratio
Bas.key's 7'5-77...
and hits 34 percent of her 3-point attempts.

Baskey, junior

78=230 helped

MSU finish second
as a team in the

!Classic.

Fastfact
OnAprill7,

Sundsten won the No.2 singles with a 7-5.
6-0 defeat of Man Gregory. In other singles action, junior Thiago Gondim beat
Wesleigh Pancho 6-2, 6-2 to win the No. 3
singles, sophomore Alex Hoyem blanked
Ben Griffy 6-0, 6-0 in the No. 4 singles
and sophomore Zakaria Bahri won against
Brian Koch 6-0, 6-0 to gain the No. 5 singles. Junior Mike Schmidbauer picked up
the third singles shutout 6-0. 6-0 over
Chris Drinkut to earn the No. 6 singles.
MSU easily picked up the doubles point
as the Aracic and Sundsten duo won the
No. I doubles 8-0 over Pancho and
Rutsche. Gondim and Hoyem took the No.
2 doubles 8-3, beating Gregory and Griffy,
and Bahri and Schmidbauer won the No. 3
doubles with an 8-0 victory over Drinkut
and Koch.

Men's tennis completes sweep of
OVC opponents with win at APSU
The men's tennis team completed a full
season of shutouts against Ohio Valley
Conference opponents Tuesday with a 7 -0
sweep of Austin Peay.
Senior Nikola Aracic breezed past Marcus Rutsche 6- J, 6-4 in No. I singles to
pace the team, while freshman Freddy

1995, Kenyan
Cosmas Ndeti
became only the
third man to win
the BoSton
OVC Baseball
Marathon three
years in a row,
Standings
beating country·
man Moses Tanui SEMO
by one full
Morehead State
minute.
Austin Peay
Eastern lllinois
Eastern Kentucky
Murray State
Tennessee
Tech
Sour~ Workman
Tennessee-Martin
Puolishing

doubles tandem and earning one win in
singles play, the men's tennis team was
unable to stop No. 8 Tennessee, losing 61.
Sophomore Alex Hoyem was victorious
in the No. 4 singles, earning MSU's only
singles match of the day. Hoyem defeated
Simon Rea 6-4, 1-6, 6-3 in the team's losing effort. Senior Nikola Aracic fell 6-4, 6·
2 to No. 9 Peter Handoyo. Freshman Freddy Sundsten lost against No. 99 Mark
Dietrich. Junior Thiago Gondim took the
6-4, 3-6, 6-J loss to Adam Carey. Sopho·
more Za.karia Bahri lost' 6-0, 6-1 to Mark
Henderson, and junior Mike Schmidbauer
fell6-l, 6-4 to Jake Olsen.
lt was in doubles play, however, where
MSU shined. Aracic and Sundsten, the No.
38 doubles team in the country defeated
Rea and Marlo Toledo 8-6 in No. 1 doubles to pick up MSU's only doubles win.
Gondim and Hoyem lost 9-8 to Dietrich

OVC Baseball
Schedule

(DH),2 p.m.
Eastern Kentucky@ Indiana
State, 6 p.m.
•

Apr.19

7-2

6-3
3-3
4-4
6-6

4-S
2-4
3-8

Ea~tcrn J<:tntucky@ Indiana

State, 6 p.m.
Apr. 20
Murray State 0 UT-Martin (DH),
1 p.m.
Morehead State @ Austin Peay
(DH),2p.m.
Eastern lllinoil.@ TeMessee Tech

Apr.21

Eash:m Kentucky 0 Indiana
State, noon
Morehead State@ Austin Peay, 1
p.m.
Murray State@ UT-Martin. 1
p.m.
Eastern Dlinois@ Tennessee
Tech,2p.m

and Andy Crews in No. 2 doubles, and the
Bahri and Schmidbauer duo dropped the
No. 3 doubles 8-3 to Henderson and Olsen.

Women's tennis team tunes up
for OVC tourney, blanks APSU
Murray State proved that it is ready for
the OVC tournament with its 7-0 victory
Monday over Austin Peay. Senior KerryLea Glass won her match 5-7. 6-1. 6-4
over Judy Liwanpo in the No. I singles;
junior Melissa Spencer was victorious in
No. 2 singles, downing Zarinah Brown 62, 6-0; and senior Maria Alonte beat Jessie
Mills 6-2. 4-6. 6-0 to win No. 3 singles.
Seniors Glass and Alonte were tbe only
two MSU players to drop a match.
The bottom four, however. did not even
drop a point as freshman Jennifer Ward,
junior Annette Steen and junior Cheryl
Graham all won by straight set scores of 60. Ward beat Jenica Proctor in No. 4 singles. Steen won against Kelli Bridge~ to
take the No. 5 singles, and Graham
downed Cindy Wall to complete the singles shutout in the No. 6 bracket.
The doubles point came equally easy for
MSU. Glass and Spencer teamed to defeat
Brown and Liwanpo 8-4 in No. I doubles,
and the Alonte and Steen duo beat Mills
and Proctor 8-1 to win the No. 3 doubles.
ln the No. 2 doubles, freshman Jaclyn
Leeper teamed with Graham to earn the 81 victory.

Women's golf places three in
top 20 at Lady Colonel Classic
Three top-20 fintshes individually
enabled the women's golf team to finish
second in the 15-team field Saturday at the
Eastern Kentucky Lady Colonel Classic.
Murray State was led by junior
Stephanie Baskey's third-place finish out
of 87 at the Arlington Golf Course in Rich-

Racer Athletic
Schedule
Baseball
Saturday@ UT ·Martin
(DH), 1 p.m.
Sunday@ UT-Martin, 1
p.m.
Tuesday vs. Southern Illinois,3 p.m.
Wednesday@ Arkansas
State (DH), 3 p.m.

mond. Baskey shot a three-round score of
75-77-78=230. Sophomore Cuyler Hedley
shot a 76-80-80=236 to finish 14th, and
senior Megan Rees tied for 16th overall
with a 80-75-83=238. Freshman San tie
Koch shot three straight 81 s . for a 243
score and 28th-place finish while junior
Kelly Wren tied for 44th with an 85-8083=248.
As a team. MSU shot a three-day total of
946. four strokes short of Toledo. which
won the tournament with a 942.

Women's rowing places well in
Creighton/Washington tri-meet
The rowing team traveled to St. Louis
Sunday for a Tri-Meet against Creighton
and Washington (Mo.).
MSU finished second in the novice
fou rs. 3.6 seconds behind Creighton, with
a time of 6-minutes. 15 seconds on the
1500-meter cour:.e. In the varsity fours,
MSU placed third in the five-boat race
with a 6:13.0, 4.9 second~ behind the winner and 0.8 seconds behind second-pl:lce
Washington "A."'
MSU finished second in the novice
eights with a 6:36.7, and in the varsity
eights, MSU placed third behind
Creighton with a 5 :54.9. Junior Sara Barton, sophomore Elizabeth Skees, sophomore Sharlene Beckett. sophomore Anna
Grout and freshman Lauren Heins participated for the varsity fours.
Junior Jackie Kortz, junior Christina
Lavalee. senior Ginny Jenkins and sophomore Julie Potter rowed for the varsity
eights division.
Rowing competes next in the Southern
Intercollegiate Rowing As~ociation Championships on April 20-21 in Oak Ridge.
Tenn.

SporJJ Briefly is compiled by
Sports Editor Chris Junx

As.~istant

Men's Tennis
Friday-Sunday @ OVC
Championships (@
Nashville), TBA

Men's and Women's Out·
door Track
Saturday@ Vanderbilt lnvitational, TBA

Women's Tennis
friday-Sunday @ OVC
Championships (@
Nashville), TBA

Women's Rowing
Saturday-Sunday@ SIRA
Championships (@Oak
Ridge, Tenn.)
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(GaiMTwo)

Xawitr 13
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MOrehead 14
Toledo 10
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EXU 3
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EKU 10
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Premier Mini Storage
American Cancer Society

RELAY FOR LIFE 2002

All sizes available now!

May 3-4 • Roy Stewart Stadium • Murray, Ky.

If' you are a cancer survivor
and plan to walk in the
SunJivors Victory Lap on May 3

Located behind
Goody's in the
Shoppes of
Murray shopping
center.
•••

mark your calendar and call Linda Pierce today
with )'our name, address, phone number and T-shirt size.
('/(, ensure your correct T-sltirt size call by April 20)

(270) 7 53-6904
Please arrive at the Survivors Hospitality Tent on May 3
between 5-6:30 p.m. to sign forms and pick up T-shirts.

Opening Ceretnony and
Survivors Victory Lap .......... 7 p.n1.

Indoor Climate Control
Students, why drag your stuff
honte and back again?
Store your car or motorcycle too!
Premier Mini Storage
• Rates from $ 12 monthly
• Controlled access
• Video surveillance
• Seculi.ty alarmed
• Pest control
• Open 7 days a week

Survivors Reception ......... ... R p.nl.
Lutninary Cerernony ............ 9 p.n1.

Cancer Survivors Are Living Proof!

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

753-9600

U-Haul rentals
No security deposit
All units air-conditioned and heated
Month-to-month leasing
On-Site Manager
Boxes for sale

Cllp this coupon! Cllp this coupon! Clip this coupon!

Premier Mini Storage
644 N. 12th St.
MWTay, KY 42071
Phone: 270-753-9600
Fax: 270-753-9602

C&U or eome by today!
www.hlllsbonx:ompanlea.eom

,.

'\
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Track performs
well at TSU

Men's tennis ready to defend OVC title
in with that mentality this year," Purcell we are going in with too much pride.~' Pursaid.
cell said. "We are confident, but not overMurray State is the No. l seed and will confident: we know what we have to do to
face Tennessee State in the first round at go to the big dance."
1:30 p.m. today.
Purcell said the team is right where it
Murray State dominated the rest of the needs to be right now.
OVC thb year, managing to sweep the com"When you work hard during the year
petition by earning a shutout in each match. you deserve to be the top come tourney
However, because of scheduling, the team time, so playing at ·I :30 in the heat is what
did not play Morehead State or Tennessee we have conditioned for all year," Purcell
Tech during the season.
said.
"We did have a good record against the
Although the team lost its match Tuesday
rest of the conference. but it doesn't mean • against No. 8 Tennessee. it did manage a

BY TIM A LSOBROOKS
STAFF WRITER

The Murray State men's tennis team is on
a roll it hopel> will continue through lhe
Ohio Valley Conference Tournament lhis
weekend at lhe Centennial Sport!iplex in
Nashville.
Head Coach Mel Purcell said his team
(16-7, 5-0 OVC) is poised to repeat as OVC
champions.
"They know what it's like to win, since
they did it last year, so hopefully we can go

win in double!>. Senior Nicola Aracic and
freshman Freddy Sundsten teamed to defeat
the 20th-ranked doubles team in the country.
.. We are clicking on h1gh right now and
hope to conunue right on through the OVC
Tournament.'' Purcell said.
The OVC Tournament will run the entire
weekend, rain or shine.
"1 will get them there and feed them,
that's about it," Purcell said. "Then the rest
is up to them to get the JOb done. but they
can definitely do it."

BY TIM ALSOBROOKS
STAFF WRrTEI!

The Murray State men·~ and women's track teams competed last weekend at the Boston/Moon Invitational hosted
by Tennessee State in NashviiJe.
The men won seveml of the titles in the unscored meets,
including three first-place wins by the throwers.
Sophomore Brian Knippen won the shot put with a throw
of 50-5 112 inches, while junior Jay Matheny took fn1it in the
discus with a toss of 1644. Junior Jon Cargill won the hammer throw with a distance of 155-5.
"It's like a shot put attached to a three-foot wire," CargiU
said about the hammer throw. "You have to wind up and let
it fly. then just see how far 11 goes."
Distance coach Pablo Sanchez said he is pleased with the
team on its overall perfomlance in Nashville.
"The throwers did a great job getting five of the top six
spots in the competitions, und the runners also placed high
in every meet." Sanche1 satd. ·•we are very plea.'ied with the
showing this past weekend."
Senior Jeremy Kirk led the way for the runners by winning the 1500-meter run with a time of 4-minute-;. 5.45 seconds. Senior James Smith came in first in the steeple chase,
:md sophomore Justin Watts took first in the 400-meter hurdles.
"All the runners were closely grouped. and we had several guys tin ish in the top tier, which shows all our hard work
is paying off.'' Sanche1. said.
The next meet ts this weekend in Nalthville against Vanderbilt tn an invitational tournament. Cargill said the expec·
lations are starting to increase as the season continues.
'"We are wanting and feeling like we can do a good job at
Vandy,'' Cargill said. "My personal goal is to win the hammer lhrow. since I didn't get to compete outdoor last year at
this time.''
Cargill owns the MSU record for the longest distance on
the hammer throw. and the throwers will try to continue the
wins m Nashville. Sanchez say~ the rest of the team b ready
as well.
"The women's team is still working on thing~. but the
men are coming along really well," Sanchez said. "We hope
to stay healthy and keep training and just be ready for Ohio
Valley Conference action when it roll.; around.''

MSU enjoys Underdog role in women's OVC tourney
takes away some of that pressure that lhe
No.I seed brings."
Last season, MSU relied on its sharp
!>kills to earn the championship and the
automatic NCAA bid that goes with it.
This time around will be no different
"You go back to the basics and look at
four main points," Keasling said. "You
work on the serve, the return. pattern execution and moving your feet. Beside~
that, we will just be having some competitive fun during practice this week.
Staying loose is very important."
The first-round matchup with Eastern
Kentucky does not appear to be u threatening one for MSU. The possibility of a
second-round contest with TennesseeMartin, however. is what has the team
excited.
..Yes, (UT-Martin) beat us during the
regular season," Keasling said. '"But it is
very difficult to beat lhe same team twice
in one season."
Spencer agreed.
"We've been practicing really, well this
week," Spencer ~d. "They're going to
have to come out reaiJy strong to be able
to beat us."
With superb senior leader~hip and

BY CHRIS JUNG
AsSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

Let lhe second c;eason begin.
With a 7-0 sweep of Austin Peay Monday, the Murray State women's tennis
team (14-9, 6-2 Oh1o Valley Conference)
ended its 2002 regular season play with
another conference shutout and will now
tum its attention to the OVC Tournament.
··Now that the regular season is over.
everyone is even," Head Coach Connie
Keasling said. "Anyone can win, and
everyone has something to prove."
With a 6-2 conference record, the
women's squad grabbed the No.3 seed in
this weekend's OVC Championship.
MSU, the defending conference champion. is not concerned with its lower c;ecd.
"Being a qoach. you want to beat
everyone and go in as the No. I seed,"
Keasling said. "But sometimes your kids
are more realistic.".
Junior Melissa Spencer agreed with
Kea....ling.
"I think having the No. 3 seed is really
a blessing in disgui,e," Spencer said. "It
makes us look like the underdogs and

Jenny Hahn/The News

Murr ay State senior Kerry-Lea Glass pr actices Wednesday for t his
weekend's Ohio Va lley Conference Tournament. MSU will play
Eastern Kentucky in the first round today In Nashville.
strong play from the freshmen. the wornen's team is confident that its ultimate
destination is within reach.
"'{The OVC Championship) has heen
our goal all year." Spencer said. "Aillhe

matches will be very close, but l think
we're going to go out there and do it.''
The OVC Tournament begins at II
a.m. today as MSU takes on Eastern Kentuc.:ky at Centennial Park in Nashvi11e.
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SlSO a day potentlal/bll1'lend lna.
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No\\' II iring
for .200.2-03
Classified Ads Manager
Ad Production Manager
Apply today at The
News o ffice, 1st floor
Wil'lon Hall.

Yes, you'll think you're suddenly on the Hawaiian Islands of Oahu, Maui, or Kawai
with your first visit to the new Body Haven Therapeutic Massage Center of Murray.
The beautiful tropical-themed center is open with three certified therapists whose only
job is to give you the b~st massage. So, you will never have to
be behind spa or beauty shop customers.

To book your 15 minute, 30 minute, or one hour
(Best Value) massa ge, visit or call Sbelia or

Margaret at 767-0045.

Rent 2 M ovies, Get 1 FREE
with MSU ID.

P.S

• Gift Certificates Available NOW

02002 Blockbuster Inc

hiring sales rrpruentativcs
for the 2002·03 ~chool year.
If you are hardworking,
penhnent, and can mc:ct
deadlines plea..e apply at The
N~-s office, bt noor Wloon
Hall. Allm3jor. are accepted.

C,;OMPLETF. SMOI\'r'

Relax in Hawaii and be back to
class in one hour!

Past Lowe's on 121 North at Country Square • Murray

Ihe.Murray Stal~ is DOW

MOt iNTAIN WFDOI'IIG OOA•n:lt Lt•ll
IX'rtldtn!l C:h:1pc:l En·rydunjt fl">'ided
phnt<.,, 'i<k.•o, !lowe.,., formal "'"'Jr, ctl).
m:.. Snloki<."S hc,t \ .1lu~· t-H()0..!6~.){.R.~.
www 'mokymtn\\cckhnll<h:cpcl., nwn

Advertise with The Murray State News!

Located inside,
Wai-Mart.

•
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Wan t to b u ild your
resume w ith real
experience?
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n~sM.:t..· motmC..III\.' Nt:~H IH hPic )(oil
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ORIVER.'> t:X[l<"flt'I1Ce the P'"''Cr o( IJ'fl
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frc•¢1t. grc:u ht.'flt:.ll15 & l~<mt<.'lirne t;S.-\
Trut.k li00·.!3i-'I(H2
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i4.<t6-lil

olartonl( in tht: .l()',_ 1..0~ Hnmc: <t'Jl ~':aU·
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Salary + Commlt~slon

I

Classified Rates
25(' per word for the
first 20 ,..,.·ords.
20¢ cadt
additional word.
Bold Face Type:
Sl per line

Attention getters
"".-~-r:c _._

$1

ftlinimum Charge $1

Classifieds Deadline is
3 p.m. Wednesday.
Payment due in advance.
CAll 762-4478!
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Nickel back:

Skydiving:

Students welcome band's return;
group members plan to come back

Club evaluation leads to shutdown;
University offers no probation period

From Page 1
Remind Me" came pouring out of
the speakers as the crowd cheered.
Kroeger and Peake had a little
surprise in store for the audience.
and after the tirst verse of "How
You Remind Me,'' they stopped
completely.

"Ha, we fooled you!" Kroeger
said as the remaining band members
took: the stage and grabbed their
instruments. "What. you thought we
were going to play the whole thing
sitting down?"
To the delight of the audience.

Nickelback played its famous hit as
the crowd sang along. Finally, after
the song was over. Nickelbacli: left
the stage! for the last time.
"Thank you so much," Kroeger
said. "We are Nickelback:, and we
can't wait to come back!"

ISO:
Presidential candidates announce platforms
for upcoming .international student elections
From Page 1
vacation in Florida over Spring
Break. He said the TSO is planning
a camping trip this summer or fall .
'The most important issues are
how you' re going ro put some fun
in the lives of the students," Georgiou said. "And then see what actu al problems they have inside or outside the class."
Elbannan has definite goals if he
is elected to the presidency.
" I want to make the ISO into a
group,'' Elbannan said. "I want to
make it so that (international stu ·
dents) get involved in activities

from getting together to study to
going to parties to going on holi·
days together."
Elbannan l'oaid the ISO had more
than 35 meetings last semester. but
he only received e-rnalls alerting
him about two.
"One of my goals is to create regular meetings,'' Elbannan said. "We
have those now, but most of the
time they' re not announced, and if
they are. no one shows up."
Drira said he has spoken to SGA
president-elect Jace Rabe about
developing n better relationship

between the organizations.
Drira also said he has three specific goals for ISO.
''The most important thing is to
try to reduce the shuttle fee to the
airport (in Nashville)," Drira said.
"Also, to make unity between all of
the international organizations on
campus and try to raise money for
trips and event~ like ·Homecorning
and the lnten1ational Bazaar,''
Al-azzeh said although he has
not ofticially dropped out of the
race. he plans to pull out due to
time conllicts.

From Page 1
school waiver, members of the
skydiving club were never given
any .
··something in the back: of my
mind tells me that the Universi·
ty l'onid ' Oh shit. We didn't do
something right. so let's just
sweep this under the rug.'"
Clinger said he felt the evalu-

ation process was 11awed.
"I don't understand the procedural information there, but it
seems ,odd to me that they
wouldn't even give us a probationary period,'' Clinger said.
"It's like being pushed out of a
plane without a parachute.''
Clinger said University offi-

cials may have benefited from
talking with officials from other
universities with skydiving
clubs in operation .
Said Clinger: "They've (other
universities) managed to find a
way to do it the right way, but
Murray State doesn't seem to
want to even attempt it."

KHEAA forms board to improve delivery
of grants, scholarships, federal loans
BY SEVERO AVILA

ter our financial aid programs.

STAff WRITER

That advice is taken very serious-

The Kentucky Higher Education
Assistance Authority forrn~d an
advisory board to better serve
Kentucky's college students by
improving the delivet; of state
gr'.lllL'>. scholarships and federal
loans.
KHEAA's Chief of Staff Janice
Ernst said the board. consistmg of
15 members. was the idea of
KHEAA 's Executive Director Joe
McCormick.
"He thought it would be a good
idea if we could get the input of
people who work direct!) with the
students," Em.,t said. ''Their job i~
basically to advise on how to bet·

ly."
Murray State Director of Student Financial Aid Charles Vinson
is on the advisory board and said
the board has already met to discuss several issues.
"The board met on January 30."
Vinson said. "Several issues were
dio;cus~d. and a number of them
are still under consideration. One
major change that has been irnplememed for the 2002-2003 year is
in the College Access Progmm,
The change was in the portability
of CAP gmnts."
Vinson said students were previously required to notify KHEAA
by Aug. I if they were changing

their tirst school choke. If they did
not notify KHEAA by th3l date,
they would lose any grants. Now.
after a student enrolls at a school.
that school will send n letter to
KHEAA and have the grant sent
'The board includes representatives from public two· and fouryear in...titutions. private institutions and proprietary and technical
colleges.
Vinson said ~e provides input
on program changes that would
benefit Kentucky students.
"Of course. being at Murray
State. I'm always looking out for
our tudents," Vinson said. '"But
really, the ~uggestions we make
will benetit ">tudents across the
state.''

A Cut Above
•·nu Service including:

Take a study break from finals to get refreshed,
relaxed, and rejuvenated . Call853-1172 today!

$8 Haircuts every

Monday

• 15 Tanning Red~

(also 2 upgrades)
• 20 min. Cyberdome

for MSU Students!
767-0098
1617 Hwy. 121 N.
Walk-ins Welcome

Monday - Friday 8 am to 6 pm
Saturday I 0 am to 2 pm

®

• Receive free packet of
tanning lotion w/pun.:ha~e
of Unlimited Tanning

tine (jofrfen tToucli

Mon.-Fri. 10 a.m.-6 p.m. • Coldwater Road, Murray

Last issue of The Mtirray St,tte News is Friday May 3!
for
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14exican Food,
Deli SandW"iches,
BBQ & Full Bar
white chill· gumbo

soup
of the

W~ti!Ji}~~~IJW:

Day

Peel & Eat Shrimp
seafood Gumbo

lJI!l'D®l~

crawfish Etouffee

St~~~lll:riley:

Red Beans & Rice

Mon.-Tues. 11 a.m.-10 p .m .
Wed.-Sat. 11 a.m.-12 a.m.
Open sunday 11 a.m.-8 p.m.

"eed a fast luncbY '(ry us!
'Dine 'Jn or cearry Out
An MSU Tradition Since 1983
Private Dining Room Available
Corner of 10th & Arcadia · 759-8866

...

Features Include ...
• 4 h('<lroum I 4 bathroom
• ~ ht•droom I 2 bathmom
• lndi\'iduallt•as<~.s
• Wa-;ht•r &. dryer in <'<t<'h apt.
• Swimming pool
• Light(~cl tPnnis court
• Privnte hath in eaeh hPdroom
• lligh S)w,•d lntenu>t
• ('lubhollst.~ with pool table, fooshall. ping pong, stf>l'eo, TV

• l"ully fumishecl or IIHfumL-.hed
• Fitrwss ct>nl.er
• I"HEE t.~thlt' wil11 IIllO
• FHEE wuter
•

~linuu.•s

from campus

" GuuJnth lt•aws available for l bl' units ouly. Call ror tlrwik

